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IRREDUCIBILITY OF RANDOM POLYNOMIALS OF
LARGE DEGREE
EMMANUEL BREUILLARD AND PE´TER P. VARJU´
Abstract. We consider random polynomials with independent
identically distributed coefficients with a fixed law. Assuming the
Riemann hypothesis for Dedekind zeta functions, we prove that
such polynomials are irreducible and their Galois groups contain
the alternating group with high probability as the degree goes to
infinity. This settles a conjecture of Odlyzko and Poonen condi-
tionally on RH for Dedekind zeta functions.
1. Introduction
Let
P pxq “ xd ` Ad´1xd´1 ` . . .` A1x` 1 P Zrxs (1.1)
be a random polynomial with independent coefficients A1, . . . , Ad´1
taking values in 0 and 1 with equal probability. Odlyzko and Poo-
nen [30] conjectured that the probability that P is irreducible in Zrxs
converges to 1 as dÑ 8.
The best known lower bound in this problem is due to Konyagin [25]
who proved that
PpP is irreducibleq ą c
log d
for an absolute constant c ą 0.
A strongly related problem was studied by Bary-Soroker and Kozma
[3], who proved that
Ppxd ` Ad´1xd´1 ` . . .` A1x` A0 is irreducibleq Ñ 1,
where A0, . . . , Ad´1 are independent random integers uniformly dis-
tributed in 1, . . . , L for a fixed integer L that has at least 4 distinct
prime divisors.
In another paper, Bary-Soroker and Kozma [4] studied the problem
for bivariate polynomials. See also [31] for a study of the probability
that a random polynomial has low degree factors, and [6] for compu-
tational experiments on related problems.
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In this paper we prove the following result.
Theorem 1. Let P be a random polynomial as in (1.1). Suppose that
the Riemann hypothesis holds for the Dedekind zeta function ζK for all
number fields of the form K “ Qpaq, where a is a root of a polynomial
with 0, 1 coefficients.
Then
PpP is irreducible in Zrxsq Ñ 1
as dÑ8.
See Section 1.2 for more precise results, where we discuss the follow-
ing finer aspects of the problem
‚ random polynomials with arbitrary i.i.d. coefficients,
‚ the rate at which the probability converges to 1,
‚ relaxation of the assumption of RH,
‚ Galois groups.
1.1. Motivation. Beyond its intrinsic interest, the problem of irre-
ducibility of random polynomials of high degree is motivated by some
other problems, which we now briefly discuss.
It is believed to be computationally difficult to determine the prime
factorization of integers. On the other hand, polynomial time algo-
rithms are known for computing the factorization of polynomials in
Zrxs. Given an integer N P Zą0, we can write it as N “ P p2q for a
unique polynomial P with 0, 1-coefficients. By computing the factor-
ization of P in Zrxs and evaluating the factors at 2, we can obtain a
factorization of N .
The only weakness of this approach is that the polynomial P may be
irreducible and thus the factorization ofN obtained may be trivial. The
problem we study in this paper thus asks for the probability that this
procedure returns only a trivial factorization. Therefore, it is desirable
to have results, such as those of this paper, proving that this probability
converges to 1 very fast.
We will discuss our method in Section 1.3. The method links the
problem of irreducibility of random polynomials with mixing times of
certain Markov chains, which are mod p analogues of the Bernoulli
convolutions we had studied in earlier work (see e.g. [8, 9, 34]). In this
paper, we use results available for the Markov chains to study random
polynomials, but this can be reversed. In particular, in a forthcoming
paper, we will use the results of this paper to obtain new results about
the Markov chains.
Our results on irreducibility assume the Riemann hypothesis for
Dedekind zeta functions, or at least some information on the zeros.
In our last theorem, Theorem 7, we show that conversely irreducibility
of random polynomials has (modest) implications about the zeros of
Dedekind zeta functions.
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1.2. Results. Under the full force of the Riemann hypothesis, our best
result is the following.
Theorem 2. Let P “ Adxd ` . . . ` A1x ` A0 P Zrxs be a random
polynomial with independent coefficients. Assume that A1, . . . , Ad´1
are identically distributed with common law µ. Assume further that all
coefficients are bounded by exppd1{10q almost surely. Let τ ą 0 be a
number such that }µ}22 :“
ř
xPZ µpxq2 ă 1´ τ .
There are absolute (and effective) constants c, C ą 0 such that if
d ě C{τ 4, then with probability at least 1 ´ expp´cτd1{2{ log dq the
following holds for P .
(1) If RH holds for ζK for K “ Q and for all number fields of the
form K “ Qpaq, where a is a root of P , then P “ Φ rP , whererP is irreducible, and Φ is a product of cyclotomic polynomials
and xm for some m P Zě0.
Moreover with probability at least 1´expp´cτd1{2{plog dq2q the following
additional property holds for P .
(2) If RH holds for ζK for all number fields of the form K “
Qpa1, . . . , amq, where a1, . . . , am are any number of roots of P ,
then Galp rP q Ą Altpdeg rP q.
Here Altpnq denotes the alternating group on n elements, GalpP q the
Galois group of the splitting field of the polynomial P .
There are several remarks in order regarding this theorem. It is nat-
ural to allow that the probability laws of Ad and A0 differ from those
of the other coefficients, for example to include the original problem
discussed in the beginning of the paper. The exponent 1
10
has no par-
ticular significance and the upper bound exppd1{10q on the coefficients
could be relaxed at the expense of some technical complications in the
proof, but we do not pursue this. Nevertheless, the method of proof
definitely requires some upper bound in terms of d; it would be inter-
esting to know if this is also necessary for the theorem to hold.
There are certain obstructions to the irreducibility of P that occur
with probability higher than the estimate 2 expp´cd1{2{ log dq given in
the theorem. In particular, if PpA0 “ 0q is positive, then x|P with
positive probability. Moreover, if ω is a root of unity, then one may
think of P pωq as the end point of a random walk on Zrωs whose steps
are given by Ajω
j for j “ 0, . . . , d. If we fix ω ‰ 1 and µ, then for large
values of d, PpP pωq “ 0q is proportional to d´r{2, where r is the rank
of the lattice Zrωs.
In summary, the factor Φ may be non-trivial with probability higher
than 2 expp´cd1{2{ log dq, and its precise behavior can be described by
a detailed analysis of random walks on lattices, which we do not pursue
here, except for the:
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Corollary 3. Let µ be a probability measure on Z with finite second
moment, which is not supported on a singleton. Let N be a positive
integer and UN be the finite subset of C consisting of 0 and all of roots
unity ω with rQpωq : Qs ă N . Let pAiqiě0 be a sequence of i.i.d. random
variables with common law µ and set Pd “ Adxd`. . .`A1x`A0 P Zrxs.
Then, assuming the Riemann hypothesis for Dedekind zeta functions of
number fields, as dÑ `8
PpPd is irreducible in Zrxsq “ 1´PpDω P UN , Pdpωq “ 0q`Oµ,Npd´N2 q.
In a similar flavor we answer the original problem posed at the be-
ginning of the paper.
Corollary 4. Let P pxq “ xd ` Ad´1xd´1 ` . . . ` A1x ` 1 P Zrxs be
a random polynomial with independent coefficients A1, . . . , Ad´1 taking
values in 0 and 1 with equal probability. Suppose that the Riemann
hypothesis holds for the Dedekind zeta function ζK for all number fields
of the form K “ Qpaq, where a is a root of a polynomial with 0, 1
coefficients.
Then
PpP is irreducible in Zrxsq “ 1´
c
2
pid
`Opd´1q,
where the implied constant is absolute.
Polynomials of small Mahler measure can also contribute to the error
term. In this respect it is also worth pointing out that an exponential
bound in the error term in Theorem 2, say of the form expp´cdq for
some c ą 0 would easily imply the Lehmer conjecture (arguing, say, as
in [9, Lemma 16]).
In the proof of part (2) of Theorem 2, we will show that the Galois
group of rP acts k-transitively on its roots with k ą plog dq2. By a well-
known fact going back to Bochert and Jordan in the 19-th century,
this implies that the Galois group contains the alternating group. In
fact, now there are even better results available, which we will discuss
in more details in Section 9.1. Using the classification of finite simple
groups, it has been proved that all 6-transitive permutation groups
contain Altpdq. However, if we were to rely on this, it would lead
only to a very minor improvement in Theorem 2, so we opted for a
proof avoiding the classification. Unfortunately, our method cannot
distinguish between the symmetric and alternating groups.
Bary-Soroker and Kozma proved that if µ is the uniform distribution
on an interval, then with probability tending to 1, the Galois group of P
contains Altpdq provided P is irreducible. However, our result applies
in greater generality and provides a better bound for the probability of
exceptions conditionally on the Riemann hypothesis.
Next, we state two results, where the reliance on the Riemann hy-
pothesis is relaxed at the expense of a weakening of the bound.
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Theorem 5. For any numbers τ ą 0 and α ą β ą 3, there is c ą 0
such that the following holds. Let P “ Adxd ` . . . ` A1x ` A0 P Zrxs
be a random polynomial with independent coefficients. Assume that
A1, . . . , Ad´1 are identically distributed with common law µ. Assume
further that all coefficients are bounded by d1{τ almost surely and }µ}22 ă
1´ τ .
Then with probability at least 1 ´ 2 expp´cplog dqβ´2q the following
holds for P . Suppose ζK has no roots ρ with |1´ ρ| ă plog dqα{d for all
K “ Qpaq for any roots a of P . Then P “ Φ rP , where rP is irreducible,
and Φ is a product of cyclotomic polynomials and xm for somem P Zě0.
We recall the state of the art in our knowledge about the zeros
of Dedekind zeta functions near 1 to motivate the next result. The
Dedekind zeta function ζK has at most one zero ρ with |1 ´ ρ| ă
4{ log∆K , where ∆K is the discriminant of the number field K, see
[32, Lemma 3]. If such a zero exists, it must be real, and we call it the
exceptional zero of ζK . The constant 4 has been improved, see [23] for
the latest results. We note that in the setting of Theorems 5 and 6,
log∆K ď Cd log d for a constant C depending only on τ .
The bounds available for the exceptional zero are much weaker. We
know that ζK has no zeros ρ with
|1´ ρ| ă c
d ¨ d!|∆K |1{d , (1.2)
where d is the degree ofK and c is an absolute constant, see [32, proof of
Theorem 1’]. However, conditionally on Artin’s holomorphy conjecture
for Artin L-functions, we know by [32, Theorem 4] that ζK has no zeros
ρ with
|1´ ρ| ă c
d log∆K
` c
∆
1{d
K
.
In the next result, we formulate our hypothesis on the zeros of
Dedekind functions allowing for an exceptional zero.
Theorem 6. For any numbers τ ą 0, α ą 4 and γ ą 1 such that
α ą 2γ ` 2, there is c ą 0 such that the following holds. Let P “
Adx
d` . . .`A1x`A0 P Zrxs be a random polynomial with independent
coefficients. Assume that A1, . . . , Ad´1 are identically distributed with
common law µ. Assume further that all coefficients are bounded by d1{τ
almost surely and }µ}22 ă 1´ τ .
Then with probability at least 1´2 expp´cplog dqα´γ´2q the following
holds for P . Suppose ζK has at most one root ρ with |1´ρ| ă plog dqα{d
and none with |1´ ρ| ă expp´cplog dqγq for all K “ Qpaq for any roots
a of P . Then P “ Φ rP , where rP is irreducible, and Φ is a product of
cyclotomic polynomials and xm for some m P Zě0.
Most of the interest in our final result is when we know uncondition-
ally that the random polynomial P is irreducible with high probability,
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e.g. in the setting of the work of Bary-Soroker and Kozma [3] men-
tioned above. Then we obtain as a direct consequence of Theorem 7 an
unconditional improvement on the bound (1.2) for the exceptional zero
of the Dedekind zeta function ζK that holds for most number fields K,
where K is the sampled by setting K “ Qpaq for a root a of the random
irreducible polynomial P .
Theorem 7. For every τ ą 0 and α ą β ą 3, there is c ą 0 such that
the following holds. Let P “ Adxd` . . .`A1x`A0 P Zrxs be a random
polynomial with independent coefficients. Assume that A1, . . . , Ad´1
are identically distributed with common law µ. Assume further that all
coefficients are bounded by d1{τ almost surely and }µ}22 ă 1´ τ .
Then with probability at least 1 ´ 2 expp´cplog dqβ´2q the following
holds for P . There is a root a of P that is not a root of unity, such
that ζQpaq has no zeros ρ with |1´ ρ| ă expp´plog dqα`1q.
1.3. An outline of the proof. Our strategy for proving the results
stated above aims at finding information about the distribution of the
degree sequence in the factorization of the random polynomial P in
Fprxs, and then uses this information to study irreducibility of P in
Zrxs and the Galois group of its splitting field.
Bary-Soroker and Kozma [3] approximated (in a certain sense) the
degree sequence in the factorization of a polynomial chosen uniformly at
random from degree d monic polynomials in Fprxs. It is very plausible
that such an approximation holds in greater generality not only for the
uniform distribution, but we do not know how to prove this. However,
we are able to approximate the statistics of the number of low degree
factors and this allows us to gain information about the Galois groups
using special cases of the Chebotarev density theorem.
The most relevant density theorem for our purposes is the prime
ideal theorem, which has the following consequence.
Theorem 8. Let P0 P Zrxs be a fixed polynomial and let p be a random
prime chosen uniformly in a dyadic range ry, 2yq. Then
Ernumber of roots of P0 in Fps Ñ tnumber of distinct irred. factors of P0u
(1.3)
as y Ñ8.
This observation was suggested as a basis for an algorithm to com-
pute the number of irreducible factors of a polynomial by Weinberger
[35].
If the Riemann hypothesis holds for ζK for all K “ Qpaq, where
a is a root of P0, then the approximation (1.3) is valid once y ą
Cpεqplog∆P0q2`ε. A more precise discussion of these ideas including
proofs will be given in Sections 2–4. We note that if we wish to approx-
imate the distribution of the full degree sequence of the factorization of
P0 in Fp using the Chebotarev density theorem, then we need to take
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a much larger value for y even if we assume the Riemann hypothesis
for all relevant Dedekind zeta functions. Indeed, that would require us
to replace the discriminant of P0 with the discriminant of its splitting
field in the above bound, which is potentially much larger, and that
would not be sufficient for our purposes.
The next aim of our strategy is to show that
Ernumber of roots of P in Fp0s « 1, (1.4)
where P is a random polynomial in the setting of the above theorems
and p0 is a fixed prime in the range ry, 2yq, which is suitably large for
the approximation in (1.3) to hold.
If we achieve this goal, then we can randomize the polynomial in (1.3)
and the prime in (1.4) and compare the right hand sides to obtain
Ernumber of distinct irred. factors of P s « 1.
Since the number of irreducible factors is always a positive integer,
Markov’s inequality implies that P has only one irreducible factor with
high probability. When we will give the details of the argument, we
will choose a slightly different route by estimating the second moments
and applying Chebyshev’s inequality. Although this is not necessary
for Theorems 2, 5 and 6, it does help in that it is enough to make the
assumption on the Dedekind zeta functions only for those polynomials
for which the conclusion holds. On the other hand, the second moment
estimates are necessary for Theorem 7.
To establish (1.4), we fix an element a P Fp0 and consider an additive
random walk on Fp0 whose j’th increment is Aja
j. The endpoint of this
walk is P paq. If we can show that the walk mixes rapidly, then we can
conclude that
PpP paq “ 0q « 1
p0
. (1.5)
Summing up the probabilities for each a P Fp0 we arrive at (1.4).
The study of random walks of this kind goes back at least to Chung,
Diaconis and Graham [12], who considered the case a “ 2. Their
work has been extended in several directions by Hildebrand (see [20]),
however he mostly focused on the case in which a is a fixed integer
independent of p0. In the setting when amay vary with p0, the diameter
of the underlying graph was considered by Bukh, Harper and Helfgott
in an unpublished work, see also [19, footnote 4 on page 372], that is,
they considered how large d needs to be taken so that the walk reaches
every element of Fp0 with positive probability. Their approach relies on
certain estimates of Konyagin [24] pertaining to the Waring problem
on finite fields and we will apply the same method. See also [10], where
the connection between these random walks and Lehmer’s conjecture
is explored.
It turns out that the random walk does not mix fast enough for
certain choices of the parameter a. Indeed, if a “ 0, then the walk
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does not mix at all. Moreover, if a “ 1, then the mixing time (i.e. how
large d needs to be taken for (1.5) to hold) will be « p20, as can be
seen by the central limit theorem. A similar issue arises if a has low
multiplicative order. Therefore, it is useful to exclude certain elements
of Fp0 from the count. We say that an element a P Fp0 is admissible if it
is not the root of a cyclotomic polynomial of degree at most log p0. We
can then modify (1.3) by counting admissible primes on the left hand
side and non-cyclotomic factors on the right. When we give the details
of the argument we will exclude from the admissible elements not only
the roots of cyclotomic polynomials but also the roots of polynomials of
very small Mahler measure. This allows us to obtain improved bounds.
We are able to show that the mixing time is at most log pplog log pq3`ε
for most of the parameters a P Fp in a sufficiently strong sense re-
quired by our application.1 This allows us to set y “ exppd{plog dq3`εq
when we apply (1.3). Even if we disregard the effect of the exceptional
zero, our current knowledge about the zeros of Dedekind zeta functions
would require the larger range y “ exppCd log dq. Unfortunately, an
argument based on the analysis of the random walks for a fixed pa-
rameter a P Fp cannot yield a mixing time better than c log p, since
the number of points that the random walk can reach grows exponen-
tially with the number of steps. To overcome this barrier, one would
need to consider the average distribution of the random walk over the
parameters a P Fp. This however seems to be exceedingly difficult to
study.
There is one last issue that we need to consider. The above argument
cannot distinguish between irreducible polynomials and proper powers.
Indeed, we are able count distinct irreducible factors only. To show that
P is not a proper power with high probability, we show that P p2q is
not a proper power. To that end, we will use the large sieve together
with the classical a “ 2 case of the above discussed random walks.
Using the above method, we can also obtain information about the
Galois group of P . What we discussed so far amounted to showing that
the Galois group acts transitively on the complex roots of P . A more
general version of this argument can be used to show that the action is
k-transitive for large values of k, large enough that it forces the Galois
group to contain the alternating group.
Finally, we comment on the proof of Theorem 7. If the Dedekind
zeta function has an exceptional zero, then all other zeros are repelled
away from 1 by what is known as the Deuring-Heilbronn phenomenon.
In the context of Theorem 8, this implies that the left hand side of (1.3)
is close to zero for a certain range of primes. This can be contradicted
by (1.4).
1We can get better results for typical parameters in a weaker sense, which is not
suitable for the purposes of this paper. These results will appear in a forthcoming
paper.
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1.4. Organization of the paper. In Sections 2–4 we discuss the
prime ideal theorem and use it to obtain estimates for the average num-
ber of roots of a polynomial in finite fields related to (1.3). In Sections
5 and 6, we study equidistribution of random walks, we revisit Konya-
gin’s estimates in [24] and the argument suggested by Bukh, Harper
and Helfgott. In Section 7, we give an upper bound on the probability
that the random polynomial P has a factor of small Mahler measure
utilizing some ideas of Konyagin [25]. In Section 8 we use the large
sieve to show that P is not the product of a proper power and cyclo-
tomic factors with high probability. In Section 9 we combine the above
ingredients to prove the results stated in Section 1.2.
1.5. Notation. If K is a number field, we write dK for its degree and
∆K for its discriminant. If P P Zrxs is a polynomial, we write dP for
its degree, ∆P for its discriminant and
MpP q “ ad
ź
zj :|zj|ą1
|zj |
for its Mahler measure, where ad is the leading coefficient of P and zj
runs through the complex roots of P taking multiplicities into account.
We recall the estimates
1` c
´ log log dP
log dP
¯3
ďMpP q ď pa20 ` . . .` a2dq1{2, (1.6)
where c ą 0 is an absolute constant a0, . . . , ad are the coefficients of P .
See [16] for the inequality on the left hand side and [5, Lemma 1.6.7]
for the right hand side.
We write
ř
p for summation over rational primes.
Throughout the paper we use the letters c and C to denote positive
numbers whose values may vary at each occurrence. These values are
effective and numerical: they could, in principle, be determined by
following the arguments. We will use upper case C when the number
is best thought to be large, and lower case c when it is best thought to
be small. In addition we will use Landau’s OpXq notation to denote
a quantity that is bounded in absolute value by a constant multiple of
X .
1.6. Acknowledgments. The authors are grateful to Boris Bukh, Mo-
hammad Bardestani and Peter Sarnak for helpful discussions on various
aspects of this work.
2. The prime ideal theorem
Let K be a number field of degree d “ dK with discriminant ∆ “ ∆K
and denote by OK its ring of integers. Write ζK for the Dedekind zeta
function of K. Write Apnq “ AKpnq for the number of prime ideals
p Ă OK with NK{Qppq “ n.
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The purpose of this section is to compute the average value of Appq
with respect to suitably chosen weights supported on primes. We first
consider this question under the assumption that RH holds for ζK . In
what follows,
ř
p indicates summation over all positive primes in Z.
Proposition 9. Let X ą 1 be a number and let
hXpuq “
#
2 expp´Xq if u P pX ´ log 2, Xs,
0 otherwise.
If RH holds for ζK, thenÿ
p
Appq logppqhXplog pq “ 1`OpX2 logp∆q expp´X{2qq,
where the implied constant is absolute.
Proof. We write
ψKpxq “
ÿ
n,mPZą0:nmďx
Apnq logn.
There is an absolute constant C ą 0 such that if RH holds for ζK , then
for all x ą 1,
|ψKpxq ´ x| 6 C
?
xplog x log∆` dplog xq2q
See for example [18, Corollary 1.2]. Applying this for x “ exppXq and
x “ exppXq{2, we find that
8ÿ
n“1
8ÿ
m“1
Apnq logpnqhXplog nmq “2 expp´XqpψKpexppXqq ´ ψKpexppXq{2qq
“1`OpX2 logp∆q expp´X{2qq.
Here we used that dK ď Cplog∆Kq by Minkowski’s lower bound on
the discriminant.
We estimate the contribution of the summands for which nm is not
a prime. First we note that for each of these terms, nm is a proper
power, and there are at most
exppX{2q ` exppX{3q ` . . .` exppX{rXsq ď C exppX{2q
such numbers between exppXq and exppXq{2. Each such number can
be written in the form nm in at mostX different ways, and Apnq logn ď
dKX . Thereforeÿ
n,m: nm is not prime
Apnq logpnqhXplog nmq ď CX2 logp∆q expp´X{2q.

The purpose of the rest of this section is to formulate a variant of
this proposition with a milder assumption on the zeros of ζK . Readers
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only interested in the proof of Theorem 2 may skip to the next sec-
tion. Everything that follows is well known and classical. We begin by
recalling the smooth version of the explicit formula.
Theorem 10. Let g P C2pRq be a function supported in a compact
interval contained in Rą0. Write
pgpsq “ ż
R
exppisuqgpuqdu.
Then
8ÿ
n“1
8ÿ
m“1
Apnq logpnqgpm logpnqq “ pgp´iq ´ÿ
ρ
pgp´iρq,
where the summation over ρ is taken over all zeros of ζK (including the
trivial ones) taking multiplicities into account.
This result is well known but it does not seem to be readily available
in this form in standard text books, therefore we give the very short
proof for the reader’s convenience.
Proof. We note that
ζ 1K
ζK
psq “ ´
8ÿ
n“1
8ÿ
m“1
Apnq logpnqn´ms
for Repsq ą 1.
Since g is compactly supported and C2, pg is holomorphic and |pgpisq| “
Op| Impsq|´2q with an implied constant (continuously) depending only
on Repsq. By the Fourier inversion formula, we haveż
Repsq“2
n´spgp´isqds “ ż
Repsq“0
n´spgp´isqds
“i
ż 8
´8
expp´it log nqpgptqdt “ 2piigplognq.
for each n P Zą0.
Therefore, we have
´1
2pii
ż
Repsq“2
ζ 1K
ζK
psqpgp´isqds “ 8ÿ
n“1
8ÿ
m“1
Apnq logpnqgpm lognq.
Shifting the contour integration to Repsq “ ´8 we can recover the
claimed formula from the residue theorem. We note that supppgq Ă
Rą0, pgp´isq decays exponentially as Rep´isq Ñ 8 and leave the veri-
fication of the rest of the details to the interested reader. 
In the next lemma, we introduce the weight functions that we will use
and establish some of their properties. The aim is to find compactly
supported weights g such that its Laplace transform Gpsq “ pgp´isq
decays fast when Repsq ď 1 and s is moving away from 1. To achieve
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the optimal decay, it is useful to choose g depending on the distance
of s from 1 where we wish to make Gpsq small. The construction was
inspired by Ingham [21].
Lemma 11. Let X P Rą0 and let k P Zą0. For r P Rą0, write
Irpuq “
#
1
r
if u P r´r{2, r{2s
0 otherwise.
Let
gX,kpuq “ expp´uq IX{2k ˚ . . . ˚ IX{2klooooooooomooooooooon
k-fold
pu´ 3X{4q, (2.1)
GX,kpsq “pgX,kp´isq “ ż
R
exppsuqgpuqdu. (2.2)
Suppose k ě 4 and X ě 2k. Then gX,k P C2pRq and it is supported
in rX{2, Xs and we have gX,kpuq ď expp´uq for all u P R. We have
Gp1q “ 1 and the following bounds hold for all s P C with Repsq ď 1
and for all σ P p0, 1q and X1 ą X2,
0 ď 1´GX,kpσq ďXp1´ σq,
|GX,kpsq| ď
´ 4k
|1´ s|X
¯k
,
|GX,kpsq| ď expppRepsq ´ 1qX{2q,
GX1,kpσq
GX2,kpσq
ď expp´p1´ σqpX1 ´X2q{4q.
Proof. The claim supp gX,k Ă rX{2, Xs and gpuq ď expp´uq follows
immediately from its definition and the assumption X ě 2k.
Note pIX{2kpsq “ exppisX{4kq ´ expp´isX{4kq
isX{2k .
Then |pgX,kpσq| ď C|σ|´k for σ P R, where C is a number that depends
only on X and k, and it follows that gX,k P C2 if k ě 4.
We also have
pgX,kpsq “ expp3ips`iqX{4q´exppips ` iqX{4kq ´ expp´ips` iqX{4kq
ips` iqX{2k
¯k
.
We can write
GX,kpsq “ expp3ps´1qX{4q
´exppps´ 1qX{4kq ´ expp´ps´ 1qX{4kq
ps´ 1qX{2k
¯k
.
(2.3)
Taking the limit sÑ 1, we get GX,kp1q “ 1. Using the boundˇˇˇexppzq ´ expp´zq
2z
ˇˇˇ
ď expp´Repzqq
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with z “ ps´ 1qX{4k, which is valid for Repzq ď 0, we get
|GX,kpsq| ď expppRepsq ´ 1qX{2q
if Repsq ď 1.
Next, we use ˇˇˇexppzq ´ expp´zq
2z
ˇˇˇ
ď expp´Repzqq|z|
with z “ ps´ 1qX{4k, which is valid for Repzq ď 0, and we get
|GX,kpsq| ď expppRepsq ´ 1qX{2qp|s ´ 1|X{4kqk
if Repsq ď 1. Using expppRepsq ´ 1qX{2q ď 1, we get the claim.
To show
GX1,kpσq
GX2,kpσq
ď expp´p1´ σqpX1 ´X2q{4q,
it is enough to prove that F 11pY q{F1pY q ď ´1 for Y ě 0, where
F1pY q “ expp´3Y q
´exppY {kq ´ expp´Y {kq
2Y {k
¯k
.
(We use the substitution Y “ p1´ σqX{4 and (2.3)).
This follows at once, if we show that F 12pZq{F2pZq ď 1 for Z ą 0,
where
F2pZq “ exppZq ´ expp´Zq
2Z
.
To that end, we calculate
F2pZq1
F2pZq “
exppZq ` expp´Zq
exppZq ´ expp´Zq ´
1
Z
and observe that F 12pZq{F2pZq ď 1 is equivalent to
2 expp´Zq ď exppZq ´ expp´Zq
Z
.
We note that the left hand side is always less than 2 and the right hand
side is greater than 2 for Z ą 0. The latter can be seen, for example
by computing the power series expansion of the right hand side. 
We record some well known estimates for the number of roots of ζK
near s “ 1. These go back at least to Stark [32].
Lemma 12. For every 0 ď r ď 1, we have
|tρ : ζKpρq “ 0, |1´ ρ| ă ru| ď 3
2
` 3r log |∆K |.
There is an absolute constant C ą 0, such that for every r ą 1, we
have
|tρ : ζKpρq “ 0, |1´ ρ| ă ru| ď C log |∆K | ` CdKr log r.
We count the zeros with multiplicities and include the trivial ones.
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Proof. As in the proof of [32, Lemma 3], we haveÿ1
ρ
1
σ ´ ρ ă
1
σ ´ 1 `
1
2
log |∆K |,
where 1 ă σ ď 2 is arbitrary and ř1ρ indicates summation over an
arbitrary subset of non-trivial zeros of ζK (taking multiplicities into
account) closed under conjugation. If r ă 1{2, we take σ “ 1` 2r and
consider the zeros ρ that satisfy |1´ ρ| ă r. For each such ρ, we have
Re
´ 1
σ ´ ρ
¯
ě 1
3r
,
which can be seen easily by finding the image of the disk tz : |1´z| ă ru
under the inversion through 1` 2r. This gives us
1
3r
|tρ : |1´ ρ| ă ru| ă 1
2r
` 1
2
log |∆K |,
which yields
|tρ : |1´ ρ| ă ru| ă 3
2
` 3
2
r log |∆K |.
Taking σ “ 1` r for 1{2 ď r ď 1, the same argument gives
|tρ : |1´ ρ| ă ru| ă 2` r log |∆K |,
which is stronger than our claim since 2r log |∆K | ą 1{2.
We note that the trivial zeros are among the non-positive integers,
and each have multiplicity at most dK . Moreover, we have
|tρ : 0 ă Repρq ă 1, | Impρq ´ t| ď 1u| ď C logp∆Kq ` CdK logp|t| ` 2q
for any t P R (see e.g. [27, Lemma 5.4]). These two facts easily imply
the second claim. 
Now we formulate a variant of Proposition 9 under a milder assump-
tion on the zeros.
Proposition 13. Let α ą β, τ P Rą0. Let X “ dplog dq´β or X “
2dplog dq´β and k “ tplog dqα´β{10u. Let K be a number field of degree
at most d and discriminant at most exppτ´1d log dq in absolute value.
Suppose that ζK has at most one zero ρ0 such that |1´ρ0| ă d´1plog dqα
Thenÿ
p
Appq logppqgX,kplogppqq “ 1´GX,kpρ0q `Opexpp´cplog dqα´βqq.
When the exceptional zero ρ0 does not exist the corresponding term
should be removed from the formula. The implied constant and c may
depend only on α, β and τ .
Proof. In what follows, we will assume that d is sufficiently large de-
pending on α, β and τ . Otherwise, the claim may be made trivial by
a sufficient choice of the constants.
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The proof is based on the explicit formula in Theorem 10, which
gives us
8ÿ
n“1
8ÿ
m“1
Apnq logpnqgpm logpnqq “ Gp1q ´
ÿ
ρ
Gpρq, (2.4)
where g “ gX,k and G “ GX.k.
First, we focus on the left hand side of (2.4) and show that the terms
for which nm is not a prime do not have a significant contribution. We
write
8ÿ
n“1
8ÿ
m“1
Apnq logpnqgpm logpnqq “
8ÿ
p
8ÿ
l“1
rApplqgplogpplqq,
where rApplq “ ÿ
n,m:nm“pl
Apnq logpnq “
ÿ
j:j|l
Appjq logppjq.
We note that rAppq “ Appq log p for all primes p and that
rApplq ď 8ÿ
j“1
jAppjq logppq ď dK logppq.
(The last inequality is an equality if p is unramified in K.) Therefore,
we can writeˇˇˇ 8ÿ
n“1
8ÿ
m“1
Apnq logpnqgpm logpnqq ´
ÿ
p
Appq logppqgplogppqq
ˇˇˇ
ď
ÿ
p
8ÿ
l“2
dK logppqgplogpplqq. (2.5)
Since the support of g “ gX,k is contained in rexppX{2q, exppXqs
only those terms contribute in (2.5) for which pl P rexppX{2q, exppXqs.
This means in particular that logppq ď X for all such terms and we
can write
(2.5) ď dKX
ÿ
p
ÿ
l:lě2,
plPrexppX{2q,exppXqs
p´l,
where we also used gplogpxqq ď x´1. Therefore,
(2.5) ď dKX
´ exppX{2qÿ
n“exppX{4q
n´2`
exppX{3qÿ
n“exppX{6q
n´3`
exppX{4qÿ
n“2
ÿ
l:nlPrexppX{2q,exppXqs
n´l
¯
.
We note that ÿ
l:nlPrexppX{2q,exppXqs
n´l ď 2 expp´X{2q
for any n, hence
(2.5) ď dKXpC expp´X{4q `C expp´X{3q ` 2 exppX{4q expp´X{2qq,
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so we can concludeˇˇˇ 8ÿ
n“1
8ÿ
m“1
Apnq logpnqgpm logpnqq ´
ÿ
p
Appq logppqgplogppqq
ˇˇˇ
ďCdKX expp´X{4q.
Now we turn to the right hand side of (2.4) and estimate the contri-
bution of the zeros ρ that satisfy |1´ ρ| ą d´1plog dqα. We write
Rj :“ tρ : ζKpρq “ 0, 2jd´1plog dqα ď |1´ ρ| ă 2j`1d´1plog dqαu
for each j P Zě0. We think about this as a multiset with each zero
contained in it with its multiplicity.
By Lemma 12, we have
|Rj | ď C2jplog dqα`1
for each j such that 2j`1d´1plog dqα ď 1. Here we use that log∆K ď
τ´1d log d. To consider the case 2j`1d´1plog dqα ą 1, we note
logp2j`1d´1plog dqαq ď Cj,
and the second part of the same lemma implies that
|Rj | ď Cpj ` 1q2jplog dqα`1 ď C22jplog dqα`1.
So this last estimate holds for all j.
By Lemma 11 we know that
|Gpρq| ď
´ 4k
2jd´1plog dqαX
¯k
ď expp´cpj ` 1qplog dqα´βq
for each ρ P Rj . We combine this with the bounds on |Rj | and obtain
the following estimates provided d is sufficiently large (depending on
α, β and τ)
8ÿ
j“0
ÿ
ρPRj
|Gpρq| ď
8ÿ
j“0
C2jplog dqα`1 ¨ expp´cpj ` 1qplog dqα´βq
ď
8ÿ
j“0
C expp´cpj ` 1qplog dqα´βq
ďC expp´cplog dqα´βq.
We recall that Gp1q “ 1 and using the above estimate, we write
|Gp1q ´
ÿ
ρ
Gpρq ´ p1´Gpρ0qq| ď C expp´cplog dqα´βq,
where ρ0 is the unique zero of ζK with |1´ ρ0| ă d´1plog dqα if it exists
and the term Gpρ0q should be omitted from the formula if there is no
such zero. Combining this with the estimate we gave above for the left
hand side, we get the claim of the proposition. 
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3. Splitting of prime ideals and roots in finite fields
In this section, we record some facts about the connection between
the number of roots a polynomial has in finite fields and the way prime
ideals split when we extend Q by adjoining roots of the polynomial.
We fix two numbers κ P p0, 1{100q and X P Rą10.
Definition 14 (admissible polynomial). We say that an irreducible
polynomial R P Zrxs is pX, κq-admissible ifMpRq ą exppκq or degR ą
10X. Otherwise it is called pX, κq-exceptional.
By abuse of language and ease of notation in this section we will sim-
ply speak of admissible or exceptional polynomials without reference
to X and κ, which we assume fixed.
Lehmer’s conjecture implies that all exceptional irreducible polyno-
mials are either cyclotomic or equal to x. It follows from a result of
Dubickas and Konyagin [17, Theorem 1] that the number of excep-
tional polynomials of degree d is at most exppκdq if d is larger than an
absolute constant independent of X .
The reason for excluding polynomials of small Mahler measure is
that this will allow us to obtain slightly better results in Sections 5
and 6. We will set the value of κ depending on the common law of the
coefficients of the random polynomials so that the probability of a ran-
dom polynomial having an exceptional and non-cyclotomic factor will
be very small. This is proved in Section 7 using the above mentioned
estimate for the number of exceptional polynomials. We could opt to
make only the low degree cyclotomic polynomials exceptional, but this
would not lead to a significant simplification of our arguments.
Definition 15 (admissible residue). Let p be a prime such that log p P
rX{2, Xs. A residue a P Fp is said to be pX, κq-admissible if it is not
the root of an pX, κq-exceptional irreducible polynomial.
Again if X and κ are fixed, as we assume in this section, we will drop
the prefix pκ,Xq and speak about admissible residues.
Let P P Zrxs be a polynomial, F its splitting field and p be a prime.
We write BP ppq for the number of distinct admissible roots of P in
Fp. Write rP for the product of the admissible irreducible factors of P .
Note that rP is square free. Write Ω for the set of complex roots of rP .
Let m P Zą0 and consider the diagonal action of G “ GalpF |Qq on
Ωm. We may decompose Ωm into distinct G-orbits and for each orbit
O P Ωm{G pick one representative ω :“ px1, . . . , xmq P O and consider
the subfield KO “ Qpx1, . . . , xmq. The isomorphism class of KO is
independent of the choice of the representative ω in Ω.
Recall that AKppq denotes the number of prime ideals p Ă OK with
norm p.
The purpose of this section is to prove the following.
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Proposition 16. Let P P Zrxs, let p be a prime such that p ∤ ∆ rP and
and p ∤ Resp rP ,Rq for any exceptional polynomials R. Let m P Zą0.
Then
BP ppqm “
ÿ
OPΩm{G
AKOppq.
Let F be a finite Galois extension of Q and let p P Z be a prime that
is unramified in F . Then we write FrobF ppq for the (conjugacy class)
of the Frobenius element in GalpF |Qq at p.
We begin by recalling two standard facts.
Lemma 17 ([13, Theorem 4.8.13]). Let P P Zrxs be a polynomial and
let F be a finite Galois extension of Q containing the roots of P . Let p
be a prime such that p ∤ ∆P . Then there is a bijective correspondence
between the cycles of FrobF ppq acting on the complex roots of P and
the irreducible factors of P in Fp, such that the length of a cycle equals
the degree of the corresponding irreducible factor.
Lemma 18 ([29, Chapter 4, Theorem 33]). Let F be a finite Galois
extension of Q with Galois group G “ GalpF |Qq and let H 6 G be a
subgroup. Let p P Z be a prime, which is unramified in the extension
F |Q. Then the number of fixed points of FrobF ppq acting on G{H is
AKppq, that is the number of prime ideals in OK of norm p, where K
is the subfield of F pointwise fixed by H.
Proof of Proposition 16. Recall that F is the splitting field of P and
Ω Ă C the set of roots of rP . We apply Lemma 17 for rP , and see that
the number of fixed points of FrobF ppq acting on Ω is BP ppq. Here
we used that all roots of rP in Fp are distinct and admissible, because
p ∤ ∆ rP and p ∤ Resp rP,Rq for any exceptional R. Therefore, BP ppqm is
the number of fixed points of FrobF ppq acting diagonally on Ωm.
Consider an orbit O of GalpF |Qq in Ωm and let KO “ Qpx1, . . . , xmq
for some representative ω :“ px1, . . . , xmq of O. Let H be the stabiliser
of ω in G. By the Galois correspondence KO is the subfield of F fixed
by H . Hence the number of fixed points of FrobF ppq in O is AKOppq
by Lemma 18. The claim follows. 
4. Expected number of roots of a polynomial in a random
finite field
We combine the results of the previous two sections and deduce the
following two results. Below we have kept the notation of Section 3.
Recall that the function hX was defined in Proposition 9, that Ω is
the set of roots of rP , F the splitting field of P and G “ GalpF |Qq
its Galois group. Given m P Zą0, κ P p0, 1100q and X ą 10 we will
denote by BP ppq is the set of p κm , mXq-admissible roots of P in Fp (see
Definition 15).
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Proposition 19. Let d,m P Zě1. Let P P Zrxs be a polynomial with
coefficients at most exppd1{10q of degree at most d. Suppose that for
every G-orbit O on Ωm, the Dedekind zeta function ζKO of the subfield
KO 6 F satisfies RH. Let X ě md1{10. Thenÿ
p
BP ppqm logppqhXplog pq “ |Ωm{G| `Opexpp´X{10qq.
The implied constant is absolute.
Proposition 20. Let α ą β, τ P Rą0. Let X “ dplog dq´β or X “
2dplog dq´β and k “ tplog dqα´β{10u. Let P P Zrxs be a polynomial
with coefficients at most d1{τ of degree at most d. Suppose that for
every G-orbit O Ă Ω the Dedekind zeta function ζKO of the subfield
KO 6 F has at most one root ρKO,0 such that |1´ρKO,0| ă d´1plog dqα.
Thenÿ
p
BP ppq logppqgX,kplog pq “
ÿ
OPΩ{G
p1´GX,kpρKO,0qq`Opexpp´cplog dqα´βqq.
If the exceptional zero ρKO,0 does not exist for some O, then the term
GX,kpρKO,0q should be omitted from the formula. The implied constant
and c may depend only on α, β and τ .
We will use the next lemma to estimate the number of primes for
which the result of the previous section does not hold.
Lemma 21. Let P P Zrxs be a polynomial of degree at most d with
coefficients at most H. Let Q be a polynomial that divides P . Then
|∆Q| ď pHdq2d.
For any irreducible R P Zrxs of degree at most d with MpRq 6 2, we
have
|Resp rP,Rq| ď p4Hdq2d.
Let K be a number field obtained by adjoining at most m roots of P to
Q. Then
|∆K | ď pHdq2mdm .
Proof. Recall Mahler’s bound on the discriminant of a polynomial Q P
Crxs of degree n ([28, Theorem 1])
|∆Q| 6 nnMpQq2n´2. (4.1)
If Q divides P , MpQq ď MpP q ď Hpd` 1q1{2 by (1.6) hence Mahler’s
bound gives:
|∆Q| ď ddpHpd` 1q1{2q2d´2 ď pHdq2d.
Now recall that |∆ rPR| “ |∆ rP∆R|Resp rP,Rq2. Since R is irreducible andrP is square free, |∆ rP∆R| > 1 and thus Resp rP,Rq2 6 |∆R rP |. Moreover
Mp rPRq “Mp rP qMpRq ď 2Mp rP q. So by (4.1) and (1.6) we conclude
Resp rP,Rq2 ď p2dq2dp2Hpd` 1q1{2q4d´2 ď p4Hdq4d.
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Let α1, . . . , αm be roots of P and K “ Qpα1, . . . , αmq. For any two
number fields L1, L2 we have
|∆L1L2 | ď |∆L1 |rL1L2:L1s|∆L2 |rL1L2:L2s ď |∆L1 |degL2 |∆L2 |degL1 ,
see e.g. [33]. Using this inductively, we can write
|∆K | ď |∆Qpα1q|d
m´1 ¨ ¨ ¨ |∆Qpαmq|d
m´1 ď |∆P |mdm´1 ,
which proves the claim by the first part. 
Proof of Proposition 19. We apply Proposition 9 for each KO.ÿ
OPΩm{G
ÿ
p
AKOppq logppqhXplog pq “|Ωm{G| `OpdmX2 ¨ 2mdm`1{10 expp´X{2qq
“|Ωm{G| `Opexpp´X{10qq.
Here we used the estimate for ∆KO from Lemma 21, and the bound
dm “ OpexppX{10qq, which follows from our assumption X ě md1{10.
We proceed to estimateˇˇˇÿ
p
BP ppqm logppqhXplogppqq ´
ÿ
OPΩm{G
ÿ
p
AKOppq logppqhXplogppqq
ˇˇˇ
.
(4.2)
By Proposition 16, a prime p may contribute to (4.2) only if p|∆ rP
or p|Resp rP,Rq for some p κ
m
, mXq-exceptional irreducible R. As we
already noted, [17, Theorem 1] implies that the number of exceptional
polynomials is at most expp10κXq ď exppX{10q. Therefore, the num-
ber of primes p contributing to (4.2) is at most
dC exppX{10q.
Here we used again the bounds from Lemma 21.
Since for any p we always have 0 ď BP ppqm ď dm and
0 ď
ÿ
OPΩm{G
AKOppq ď
ÿ
OPΩm{G
degKO “
ÿ
OPΩm{G
|O| “ |Ωm| ď dm,
the contribution of a prime to (4.2) is at most dmX ¨2 expp´Xq. There-
fore,
(4.2) ď dm`CX exppX{10´Xq ď C expp´X{10q,
and the claim follows. 
Proof of Proposition 20. The proof is similar to the previous one. By
Lemma 21, we have |∆KO | ď d2p1{τ`1qd for each orbit O in Ω. Hence
Proposition 13 applies to each KO and we obtainÿ
O
ÿ
p
AKOppq logppqgX,kplog pq
“
ÿ
OPΩ{G
p1´GX,kpρK,0qq `Opexpp´cplog dqα´βqq.
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Since Mahler measure is multiplicative using Dobrowolski’s lower bound
(1.6) the number |Ω{G| of irreducible factors of rP is at most |Ω{G| ď
Cplog dq4. Hence |Ω{G| can be absorbed into expp´cplog dqα´βq. We
proceed to estimateˇˇˇÿ
p
BP ppq logppqgX,kplogppqq ´
ÿ
OPΩ{G
ÿ
p
AKOppq logppqgX,kplogppqq
ˇˇˇ
.
(4.3)
We estimate the number of primes p contributing to (4.3) just as we
did in the previous proof and find that there are at most
2pτ´1 ` 1qd logp4dq exppX{10q
such primes.
Since gX,kppq ď p´1, each such prime contributes to (4.3) at most
dX expp´X{2q. Therefore,
(4.3) ď 2pA`1qd logp4dq exppX{10q¨dX expp´X{2q ď Opexpp´cplog dqα´βqq,
and the claim follows. 
5. Equidistribution of Random walks
We study equidistribution of certain random walks in this section.
The basic example of these is the walk on Fp started at 0 whose steps
are given by x ÞÑ αx ˘ 1, where α P Fp is a fixed parameter and the
signs ˘ are chosen independently at random with equal probabilities
at each step. The study of related random walks goes back to [12, 20],
but those studies are mostly concerned with the case, when α is a fixed
integer independent of p. Much less is known if α is allowed to vary
with p.
We will also need to consider direct products of such walks. Before
introducing our notation for the general case, we first outline the ar-
guments in the basic setup mentioned above. We write ν
pdq
α for the
probability measure on Fp that is the distribution of the random walk
after d ` 1 steps. It is easily seen that νpdqα is the law of the random
variable Sdpαq :“
řd
j“0Xjα
j P Fp, where Xj P t´1, 1u are independent
unbiased random variables, and we can write its Fourier transform as
pνpdqα pξq :“ E` expp2ipiSdpαqp q˘ “
dź
j“0
cosp2piαjξ{pq.
Our first aim is to bound |pνpdqα pξq| away from 1. Expanding cos
in power series at 0, we see that we need to give a lower bound forřprαjξs„q2, where r¨s„ denotes the unique lift of an element in Fp to
p´p{2, p{2q X Z. We will use some bounds of Konyagin [24] for this
purpose. We note that Bukh, Harper and Helfgott have used similar
ideas in unpublished work (see [19, footnote 4 on page 372]) in order
to bound the diameter of the graph underlying the random walk.
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Once we have bounded away |pνpdqα pξq| from 1, we can exploit the
fact that ν
pdq
α is a convolution product of the form ν
p´1,d1q
α ˚ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˚ νpdk ,dqα ,
where 0 ď d1 ď . . . dk ď d are some integers and νpd1,d2qα is the law
of
řd2
j“d1`1
Xjα
j P Fp. We can also bound |pνpdj ,dj`1qα pξq| away from 1
in a similar manner. Multiplying these bounds together we can get
sufficiently strong bounds for |pνpdqα pξq| so that we can deduce that the
random walk is equidistributed using Parseval’s formula.
Since we do not need an equidistribution result for each individual
parameter α, we can improve the above argument by giving an initial
estimate for the sum of the L2 norms:ÿ
αPFp
}νpdqα }22 “
ÿ
αPFp
1
22d`2
|tpx0, . . . , xdq,px10, . . . , x1dq P t˘1ud`1 :
x0 ` . . .` xdαd “ x10 ` . . .` x1dαdu|.
Such an initial bound can be given by exploiting the fact that the
polynomial equation
x0 ` . . .` xdαd “ x10 ` . . .` x1dαd
may have at most d roots in Fp unless xj “ x1j for all j.
The rest of the section is organized as follows. We set out our gen-
eral framework in the next section and state the equidistribution result
we will use later. In Section 5.2, we give a generalized exposition of
Konyagin’s argument in our setup with some slight quantitative im-
provements. Then we use it to deduce an estimate for the Fourier coef-
ficients of ν
pdq
α . We prove our main equidistribution result (Proposition
23) in Section 5.3. Finally, in Section 5.4 we prove another equidis-
tribution statement that we need exclusively to bound the probability
that a random polynomial is a proper power.
In this paper, we focus only on those equidistribution results that
we need in our applications. We believe that these random walks are
of independent interest and we will study them further in a subsequent
paper.
5.1. The general setting and results. We use the following notation
throughout this section. Let M P Zą0. Let p1, . . . , pM be distinct
primes (say each ě 5) and let m1, . . . , mM P Zą0 be numbers. Let
V “
Mà
i“1
Fmipi ,
D “ max
i“1,...,M
mi,
Q “p1 ¨ ¨ ¨ pM ,
For α “ pα1, . . . , αMq P V we write αi :“ pαi,1, . . . , αi,miq P Fmipi and
for another β P V we write αβ “ pαi,jβi,jqi,j, so for instance if n P Z,
we have αn “ pαni,jqi,j.
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We have a canonical isomorphism of additive groups between ‘Mi Fpi
and Z{QZ given by
Ψ : px1, . . . , xMq ÞÑ
Mÿ
i“1
ψipxiq,
where ψi denotes the additive homomorphism Fpi ãÑ Z{QZ, x ÞÑ Qpix.
Moreover we have the trace map tr : V Ñ ‘Mi Fpi given by
trpαq “ p
m1ÿ
j“1
α1,j , . . . ,
mMÿ
j“1
αM,jq.
Let X0, X1, . . . , Xd be a sequence of independent Z valued random
variables. We assume that X1, . . . , Xd´1 are identically distributed and
write µ for their common law. We will study the random walk in the
additive group pV,`q whose n-th step is řnj“0Xjαj and denote by νpnqα
the law of this random element.
Our decision to exempt X0 andXd from having the same distribution
as the other steps of the walk is motivated by our intention to permit
families of random polynomials whose leading and constant terms have
a distribution that differs from the rest. Our method would allow us to
relax the requirement of identical distribution further by allowing small
perturbations of the same law and a small number of exceptional steps.
We leave it to the interested reader to formulate such a statement.
Definition 22. We say that α P V is generic if for each i P r1,Ms the
coordinates pαi,jq1ďjďmi are non-zero and pairwise distinct.
For κ P p0, 1
100
q, we write Aκ Ă V for the set of generic α P V such
that none of the coordinates αi,j is a root of a polynomial P P Zrxs
with degP ď 3 logpQDq and Mahler measure MpP q 6 exppκq.
The aim of this section is to prove the following result, which asserts
under suitable conditions that the probability that the random walk
is at 0 after d steps is approximately |V |´1 on average for parameters
α P Aκ.
Proposition 23. There are absolute constants c, C ą 0 such that the
following holds. Let d P Zą0, 0 ă τ ă 1. Suppose that
d ěCpκτq´1MD logQDplog logQDq3,
logpQDq ěmax
´1
κ
, τ´1
¯
,
}µ}22 :“
ÿ
xPZ
µpxq2 ă1´ τ.
Suppose further that suppµ Ă p´pi{2, pi{2q for each i “ 1, . . . ,M .
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Then ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ÿ
αPA
νpdqα p0q ´
|A|
|V |
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ă exp ´´ c τκdlogQDplog logQDq2¯
for any A Ă Aκ.
Remark. This proposition will be used in Section 6 twice. Once with
M “ 1 and a large prime p and fixed power m. And another time with
M “ 2 and m1 “ m2. For the theorems of the introduction, except
part (2) of Theorem 2 about the generic Galois group, it is enough to
consider the case m “ 1.
5.2. Estimates for the Fourier coefficients of the random walk.
The aim of this section is to revisit an argument of Konyagin from [24]
to obtain Proposition 24 below. Then we will use it in Proposition 25
to deduce a bound for the Fourier coefficients of the random walk.
For each α P Z{QZ, we write rα for the unique lift of α in Z X
p´Q{2, Q{2s.
Proposition 24. Let notation be as in Section 5.1. Let α, β P V .
Assume that α is generic and βi,j ‰ 0 for all i, j. Write
Sn “ Ψ ˝ trpβαnq P Z{QZ.
Let L ě 200 logQD log logQD be an integer and suppose that
Lÿ
n“0
rS2n ď Q28 logp4Lq . (5.1)
Then for each i “ 1, . . . ,M and j “ 1, . . . , mi, there is Pi,j P Zrxs of
degree at most 3 logpQDq with Mahler measure at most plogpQDqq30plogQDq{L
such that Pi,jpαi,jq “ 0.
Write eQpyq “ expp´2piiy{Qq for y P Z{QZ. Given β P V the
function χβ : V Ñ Cˆ
χβ : x ÞÑ eQ
´
Ψ ˝ trpβxq
¯
(5.2)
is a complex character of the additive group pV,`q and every character
is of this form. Given a measure ν on V , we use the following notation
for its Fourier transform:pνpβq “ ÿ
xPV
χβpxqνpxq.
We write ν
pl1,l2q
α for the law of the random element in V given byřl2
n“l1`1
Xnα
n. In this notation ν
pdq
α “ νp´1,dqα .
Proposition 25. Let notation be as in the beginning of the section. Let
α, β P V . Assume that α is generic and βi,j ‰ 0 for all i, j. Suppose
further that supp µ Ă p´pi{2, pi{2q for each i “ 1, . . . ,M .
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Let L ě 200 logQD logplogQDq be an integer and suppose that there
are i, j such that αi,j is not a root of an integer polynomial of degree at
most 3 logQD with Mahler measure at most plogQDq30 logpQDq{L.
Then
|{νpl1,l2qα pβq| ď exp ´´ 1´ }µ}22
8 logp4Lq
¯
for all 0 ď l1 ă l2 ă d such that l2 ´ l1 ą L.
First, we focus on the proof of Proposition 24, which closely follows
Konyagin [24]. Using a pigeon hole argument, it is easy to find non-
zero polynomials P1, P2 P Zrxs of degree at most logQD with ˘1, 0
coefficients such that P1pαi,jq “ P2pαqi,jq “ 0 for all i, j. Here q is
a carefully chosen prime number. The heart of the argument is the
idea that when (5.1) holds, it is possible to find P1 and P2 in such a
way that for each i, j, there is Pi,j P Zrxszt0u such that Pi,jpαi,jq “
0 and Pi,jpxq|GCDpP1pxq, P2pxqqq. From this, we will conclude that
degpPi,jq ď degpP1q and MpPi,jq ďMpP2q1{q.
We begin to implement this strategy. Given a monic irreducible
polynomial P P Zrxs, the next lemma allows us to find a prime q of
controlled size such that whenever P pxq|Qpxqq for another polynomial
Q P Zrxs, we have MpP q ďMpQq1{q.
Lemma 26. (See also [24, Lemma 2]) Let α1, . . . , αn be the roots of
an irreducible polynomial P P Zrxs. Let s ě 4 logn be a number. If n
is larger than some absolute constant, then there is a prime q P ps, 2ss
such that αi{αj is not a q-th root of unity for any i ‰ j.
Proof. Denote by Ps the set of primes between s and 2s. Write R for
the collection of integers r such that there is a root of unity of order
r among the numbers αi{αj . Suppose by way of contradiction that
Ps Ă R.
We begin with the observation that if r P R, then there is 1 ď j ď n
such that α1{αj is a root of unity of order r. Indeed, let i, j be such
that αi{αj is a root of unity of order r and let σ be an automorphism
of Q such that σpαiq “ α1. Then σpαi{αjq “ α1{σpαjq is a root of unity
of order r and this proves the claim.
Suppose r1, r2 P R are coprime integers. We prove r1r2 P R. Let i
and j be such that α1{αi and α1{αj are roots of unity of order r1 and
r2 respectively. Then αi{αj “ pα1{αiq´1pα1{αjq is a root of unity of
order r1r2, which proves the claim.
Therefore, for each divisor r of
ś
pPPs
p belongs to R. Since the set
of roots α1, . . . , αn is invariant under the action of the Galois group, it
follows that for any such r all roots of unity of order r appear among
the αi{αj ’s. Hence
n2 ě
ź
pPPs
p “ expp
ÿ
pPPs
log pq.
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By the prime number theorem, we have
n2 ě expps{2q
if n and hence s is sufficiently large. (In fact, we could put here any
constant less than 1 in place of 1{2.) This proves the lemma. 
Let N ě e ě 0 be integers and X “ px0, . . . , xNq a sequence of
integers. Following Konyagin [24], we write ΛepXq for the set of poly-
nomials P pxq “ a0 ` a1x` . . .` aexe P Zrxs of degree at most e P Zě0
such that
a0xj ` . . .` aexj`e “ 0
holds for all j “ 0, . . . , N´e. We denote by ΛpXq the set of polynomials
P of degree at most N such that P P ΛdegP pXq. We note that P P
Λepx0, . . . , xNq if and only if P P Λpx0, . . . , xN´e`degP q.
If X were an infinite sequence, then Λ would give rise to a principal
ideal in Zrxs. We need a weaker form of this fact that is valid for finite
sequences. To this end, we recall the following result.
Lemma 27 (Konyagin [24, Lemma 5]). Let X “ px0, . . . , xN q be a
sequence of integers and let P1, P2 P ΛpXq. If deg P1 ` deg P2 ď N ,
then we have gcdpP1, P2q P ΛpXq.
Corollary 28. Let X “ px0, . . . , xNq be a sequence of integers and
suppose that ΛpXq contains a non-zero polynomial of degree at most
N{2. Then there is a unique (up to multiplication by ˘1) non-zero
polynomial P0 P ΛpXq of minimal degree and with relatively prime
coefficients. Furthermore, a polynomial P P Zrxs of degree at most
N ´ degP0 is contained in ΛpXq if and only if P0|P .
In the proof of Proposition 24 below, we will use the above results for
the sequence xn “ rSn. Under the hypothesis (5.1), we will show that
there are many polynomials P pxq “ a0 ` . . . ` aexe such that |a0 rSj `
. . . ` ae rSe`j| ă Q for all j in a certain range. Using the pigeonhole
principle, we will find a polynomial that in addition satisfies
a0Sj ` . . .` aeSe`j “ 0 (5.3)
in the same range for j’s. These two properties imply that P P ΛpXq
for X “ pSnq. The next lemma shows that it is enough to satisfy (5.3)
for a smaller range of j’s.
Lemma 29. Let m P Zą0 and let p be a prime. For each 1 ď j ď m,
let αj, βj P Fp. Write
Tn “
mÿ
j“1
βjα
n
j
for each i P Zě0. Let P pxq “ a0 ` . . .` aexe P Fprxs be a polynomial.
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Suppose that the elements αj are pairwise distinct and βj ‰ 0 for all
j. Suppose further that
a0Tn ` a1Tn`1 ` . . .` aeTn`e “ 0
for all n “ 0, . . . , m´ 1.
Then P pαjq “ 0 for all 1 ď j ď m and
a0Tn ` a1Tn`1 ` . . .` aeTn`e “ 0
for all n P Zě0.
Proof. The hypothesis of the lemma implies that
mÿ
j“1
βjα
n
j P pαjq “ 0, (5.4)
for each n “ 0, . . . , m´ 1.
We note that the vectors pβ1αn1 , . . . , βmαnmq for n “ 0, . . . , m´ 1 are
linearly independent, as can be seen using Vandermonde determinants.
Hence the system of linear equations (5.4) in P pαjq as variables has
only the trivial solution, that is P pαjq “ 0 for each j, which proves the
first claim. In addition,
a0Tn ` a1Tn`1 ` . . .` aeTn`e “
mÿ
j“1
βjα
n
j P pαjq “ 0
for each n P Zě0 and this establishes the second claim. 
Proof of Proposition 24. Set E “ 3tlogQDu. Note that 1 6 E 6 L{3
and 2E ą QD ě 3 and tL{6Eu ě 4 logE. Our first aim is to show
that there is a polynomial P1 ‰ 0 of degree at most E such that
P1 P ΛEptrSnuLn“0q.
Let ξ0, . . . , ξE be a sequence of independent, unbiased ˘1 valued
random variables. For any n “ 0, . . . , L´ E, we have
P
´ˇˇˇ Eÿ
j“0
ξj rSj`n ˇˇˇ ě Q
2
¯
ď 2 exp
´
´ pQ{2q
2
2
řE
0
rS2j`n
¯
ď 1
2L
by Hoeffding’s inequality and our assumption (5.1).
Therefore the set
Ω :“
!
x “ px0, . . . , xEq P t´1, 1uE`1 :
ˇˇˇ Eÿ
j“0
xj rSj`n ˇˇˇ ă Q
2
for all n “ 0, . . . , L´ E
)
has cardinality more than 2E`1{2 ą QD.
By the pigeonhole principle, it follows that there are x ‰ y P Ω such
that
Eÿ
j“0
xj rSj`n “ Eÿ
j“0
yj rSj`n
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for all n “ 0, . . . , D´ 1. We set aj “ pxj ´ yjq{2 P t´1, 0, 1u. It follows
from Lemma 29 applied M times to each T in :“
řmi
j“1 βi,jα
n
i,j with the
polynomial P “ a0 ` . . .` aExE P Zrxs that
Eÿ
j“0
ajSj`n “ 0 P Z{QZ
for all n P Zě0. Since x, y P Ω and aj “ pxj ´ yjq{2, we know thatˇˇˇ Eÿ
j“0
aj rSj`n ˇˇˇ ă Q{2
and hence
Eÿ
j“0
aj rSj`n “ 0
for any n “ 0, . . . , L´ E. This means that
P1pxq :“ aExE ` . . .` a1x` a0 P ΛEptrSnuLn“0q Ă ΛptrSnur2L{3sn“0 q,
because E ď L{3.
Since r2L{3s ě 2E, by Corollary 28 there is a unique (up to mul-
tiplication by ˘1) polynomial P0 P ΛptrSnur2L{3sn“0 q with relatively prime
coefficients and of minimal degree. By Lemma 29, P0pαi,jq “ 0 for all
i and j. Then for each i and j there is an irreducible factor Pi,j of P0
over Z such that Pi,jpαi,jq “ 0.
Fix i and j. We already know that degPi,j ď E, and we set out to
prove MpPi,jq ď pD logQq30D logQ{L. Write tβkudeg Pijk“1 for the roots of
Pi,j. We set s “ tL{6Eu. Since L ě 200D logQ logpD logQq, we have
s ě 4 logE. By Lemma 26, there is a prime q P ps, 2ss such that βk{βl
is not a q-th root of unity for any k ‰ l. This means that the numbers
tβqkudeg Pi,jk“1 are all distinct. Note that q ď 2s ď L{3E.
We now employ the same argument as above and find a non-zero
polynomial P2 of the form P2pxq “ Q2pxqq for some Qpxq “ b0 ` . . .`
bEx
E P Zrxs with bj P t´1, 0, 1u for j “ 1, . . . , E and
Eÿ
k“0
bk rSkq`n “ 0
for any n “ 0, . . . , L ´ Eq. Hence P2 P ΛEqptrSnuLn“0q Ă ΛptrSnur2L{3sn“0 q,
because Eq ď L{3.
Since r2L{3s ě 2Eq, we have P0|P2 by Corollary 28. This means
that tβqkudeg Pi,jk“1 are all roots of the polynomial Q2, and since they are
all distinct we get:
MpPi,jqq ďMpQ2q ď pE ` 1q1{2.
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where the right hand side follows from (1.6). Since q ą s “ tL{6Eu,
2q ě L{3E, we get
MpPi,jq ď pE ` 1q1{2q ď pE ` 1q3E{L ď pD logQq30D logQ{L.

Remark 30. Let u1, . . . , um P Rn be a sequence of vectors with }uj} ď
1. A conjecture of Komlo´s asserts that there is an absolute constant
C such that for each such sequence of vectors, there is a sequence of
signs ωj “ ˘1 such that }ω1u1 ` . . . ` ωmum}8 ă C. In this remark,
we point out that if this conjecture holds, then assumption (5.1) in
Proposition 24, may be relaxed to an upper bound of the form cQ2,
where c is an absolute constant. Unfortunately, the best known result
towards Komlo´s’s conjecture in [2] yields no improvement.
We take a sequence y “ py0, . . . , yEq P t0, 1uE`1 and we will apply the
conjecture to the vectors uj “ pyj rSj, . . . , yj rSL´E`jq for j “ 0, . . . , E.
Under the weakened hypothesis
ř rS2n ď cQ2, Komlo´s’s conjecture im-
plies that for each choice of y, there is ωpyq “ pω0pyq, . . . , ωEpyqq P
t˘1uE`1 such that ˇˇˇ Eÿ
j“0
ωjpyqyj rSj`i ˇˇˇ ă Q{2
for all i “ 0, . . . , L´E. Now we see that the collection of sequences of
the form pω0pyqy0, . . . , ωEpyqyEq P t´1, 0, 1uE may be used in the place
of Ω in the proof of Proposition 24 to obtain the same result under the
weaker hypothesis.
Now we turn to the proof of Proposition 25.
Given a measure µ on Z and x P V we write µ.δx for the measure on
V defined by ÿ
aPZ
µpaqδax.
With this notation, we can write
νpl1,l2qα “ µ.δαl1`1 ˚ . . . ˚ µ.δαl2
for any 0 ď l1 ă l2 ă d.
Recall the notation ra, which is the unique integer representative of
a P Z{QZ in the interval p´Q{2, Q{2s. For typographical convenience
we will also use the notation ras„ with the same meaning.
Lemma 31. Let µ be a measure on Z and let x, β P V . Then
|yµ.δxpβq| ď exp ´´ ÿ
a1,a2PZ
µpa1qµpa2q
´”
Ψ ˝ trppa1 ´ a2qβxq
ı„¯2
{Q2
¯
.
Proof. By definition, we have
|yµ.δxpβq|2 “ ÿ
a1,a2PZ
µpa1qµpa2qχβppa1 ´ a2qxq
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Since |yµ.δxpβq|2 P R and RepeQpaqq ď expp´ra2{Q2q if a P Z{QZ, the
claim now follows from (5.2). 
Proof of Proposition 25. For γ P V , write as earlier
Snpγq “ Ψ ˝ trpγαnq P Z{QZ.
Using
|{νpl1,l2qα pβq| “ ˇˇˇ l2ź
n“l1`1
zµ.δαnpβqˇˇˇ,
Lemma 31 implies
|{νpl1,l2qα pβq| ď exp ´´ l2ÿ
n“l1`1
ÿ
a1,a2PZ
µpa1qµpa2qprSnppa1 ´ a2qβqq2{Q2¯.
Using l2 ´ l1 ě L and then Proposition 24, we can write
l2ÿ
n“l1`1
prSnppa1 ´ a2qβqq2 ě Lÿ
n“0
prSnppa1 ´ a2qβαl1`1qq2 ą Q2
2 logp4Lq
for all pairs a1 ‰ a2. Since supp µ Ă p´pi{2, pi{2q for all i, we know
that a1 ´ a2 is non zero in Fpi for all i whenever a1 ‰ a2 in Z.
We note ÿ
a1‰a2
µpa1qµpa2q “ 1´ }µ}22.
Therefore
|{νpl1,l2qα pβq| ď exp ´´ p1´ }µ}22q Q22 logp4Lq ¨ 1Q2¯,
as claimed. 
5.3. Proof of Proposition 23. We note that νp0q “ řβPV pνpβq{|V |
for any measure ν on V . Hence, for any A Ă Aκ:ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ÿ
αPA
νpdqα p0q ´
|A|
|V |
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ď 1|V | ÿ
αPA
ÿ
βPV zt0u
|pνpdqα pβq|. (5.5)
We begin by finding a preliminary estimate forÿ
αPA
}νpd1,d2qα }22 ď
ÿ
αPV
}νpd1,d2qα }22.
and then use the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality to convert it into an esti-
mate on the right hand side of (5.5). Let pAnqn“0,...,d and pA1nqn“0,...,d
be sequences of independent random variables with the same law as
pXnqn“0,...,d. We observe thatÿ
αPV
}νpd1,d2qα }22 “
ÿ
αPV
PpAd1`1αd1`1 ` . . .` Ad2αd2 “ A1d1`1αd1`1 ` . . .` A1d2αd2q
“Ep#tα P V : Ad1`1αd1`1 ` . . .` Ad2αd2 “ A1d1`1αd1`1 ` . . .` A1d2αd2uq.
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If Aj ‰ A1j for at least one j P pd1, d2s, then the polynomial
pAd1`1 ´ A1d1`1qxd1`1 ` . . .` pAd2 ´ A1d2qxd2
has at most d2 ´ d1 roots in any given field. This means that for such
Aj and A
1
j
#tα P V : Ad1`1αd1`1`. . .`Ad2αd2 “ A1d1`1αd1`1`. . .`A1d2αd2u ď pd2´d1qMD
andÿ
αPV
}νpd1,d2qα }22 ď pd2´d1qMD`|V |
ÿ
aPZ
µpaq2pd2´d1q 6 pd2´d1qMD`|V |p1´τqpd2´d1q.
We set d0 “ r´ logp|V |q{ logp1´ τqs, and obtain
1
|V |
ÿ
αPV
ÿ
βPV
|pνpd,d`d0qα pβq|2 “ ÿ
αPV
}νpd,d`d0qα }22 ď 2dMD0
for all d. We note that ν
p2d0q
α “ νp´1,0qα ˚ νp0,d0qα ˚ νpd0,2d0qα . Therefore for
each α P V zt0u, we have, since |pνp´1,0qα pβq| 6 1,
1
|V |
ÿ
βPV
|pνp2d0qα pβq| ď 1|V | ÿ
βPV
|pνp0,d0qα pβq ¨ pνpd0,2d0qα pβq|
ď
” 1
|V |
ÿ
βPV
|pνp0,d0qα pβq|2ı1{2 ¨ ” 1|V | ÿ
βPV
|pνpd0,2d0qα pβq|2ı1{2
This gives us by another application of Cauchy-Schwarz
1
|V |
ÿ
αPA
ÿ
βPV
|pνp2d0qα pβq|
ď
” 1
|V |
ÿ
αPA
ÿ
βPV
|pνp0,d0qα pβq|2ı1{2 ¨ ” 1|V | ÿ
αPA
ÿ
βPV
|pνpd0,2d0qα pβq|2ı1{2
ď2dMD0 . (5.6)
Now we set d1 “ r200κ logpQDq log logpQDqs. If α P A Ă Aκ, then
αi,j is not a root of a polynomial of degree at most 3 logQ
D with
Mahler measure at most plogQDq30 logpQDq{d1 , and we also have d1 ě
200 logQD logplogQDq. Therefore, we can apply Proposition 25 with
L “ d1 and get
|pνpd,d`d1qα pβq| ď exp´´ τ8 logp4d1q
¯
(5.7)
for all d, α P Aκ and β P V zt0u. (If β has some 0 coordinates, then
V splits as a direct sum V “ V0 ‘ V1, with β P V1 having no non-zero
coordinate in V1, and we need to apply the proposition to V1 and the
projected random walk on V1 modulo V0. )
Now suppose that d ą 2d0 `Kd1 for some K P Zě0 and write
|pνpdqα pβq| ď |pνp2d0qα pβq| ¨ |pνp2d0,2d0`d1qα pβq| ¨ ¨ ¨ |pνp2d0`pK´1qd1,2d0`Kd1qα pβq|.
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We combine (5.6) with (5.7) and obtain
1
|V |
ÿ
αPAκ
ÿ
βPV
|pνpdqα pβq| ď 2dMD0 exp ´´K τ8 logp4d1q
¯
.
By the assumption on d in the proposition, we can take K ą d{2d1
and a simple calculation yields that
2dMD0 ă exp
´
K
τ
16 logp4d1q
¯
and hence we obtain the claim of the proposition. In the interest of
these calculations, it is useful to note that the lower bounds on logQD
in terms of κ and τ that we assumed in the proposition implies that
maxplog d0, log d1q ď C log logQD.
5.4. The case α “ 2. In this section, we consider the special case
V “ Fp1 ‘ . . . ‘ FpM and αi,1 “ 2 for all i. We write νpd1,d2q2 for
the measure ν
pd1,d2q
α with the above choice of V and α. We will use
this case later to estimate the probability that P p2q is a proper power
for a random polynomial, which, in turn, yields an estimate for the
probability that P is a proper power of a polynomial.
Our main result is the following.
Proposition 32. Let τ ą 0 and assume }µ}22 ď 1´ τ . Suppose further
that supp µ Ă p´pi{2, pi{2q for each i “ 1, . . . ,M .
There is an absolute constant C ą 0 such that for all x P V and
d ě 1
τ
pC logpQqq2, we have
|νpdq2 pxq ´Q´1| ď Q´10.
The study of this case goes back to Chung, Diaconis and Graham
[12], who obtained very precise estimates for the mixing time, which
are much better than the bound logpQq2 implied by the above result.
However, our application requires strong bounds for the distance be-
tween ν
pdq
2 and the uniform distribution, which was not considered in
[12]. Nevertheless, our proof draws on the ideas of [12] heavily.
We begin with a lemma on the Fourier coefficients of ν
pdq
2 . Its proof
relies on Lemma 31 and on the elementary fact that a sequence of the
form rβ,Ąβ ¨ 2, . . . rβ ¨ 2tlog2Qus„ cannot stay below Q{4.
Lemma 33. Let q “ tlog2pQqu. Then for any l P r0, d ´ qq and β P
V zt0u, we have
|pν2pl,l`qqpβq| ď exp´´ 1´ }µ}22
16
¯
.
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Proof. By Lemma 31, we have
|pν2pl,l`qqpβq| “ qź
j“1
|pν2pl`j´1,l`jqpβq|
ď exp
´
´
l`qÿ
n“l`1
ÿ
a1,a2PZ
µpa1qµpa2qRpa1, a2, nq2{Q2
¯
,
where
Rpa1, a2, nq “
”
Ψppa1 ´ a2q2nβq
ı„
.
We note that Rpa1, a2, n ` 1q ” 2Rpa1, a2, nq mod Q. Therefore, if
|Rpa1, a2, nq| ă Q{4, then |Rpa1, a2, n ` 1q| “ 2|Rpa1, a2, nq|. Now, it
is easy to see that for any a1 ‰ a2, there is n P rl ` 1, l ` qs such that
|Rpa1, a2, nq| ě Q{4, and the claim follows. 
Proof of Proposition 32. We note that
ν
pdq
2 pxq ´Q´1 “
1
|Q|
ÿ
βPV zt0u
pνpdq2 pβqχβpxq,
hence it is enough to prove that for all β P V zt0u,
|pνpdq2 pβq| ă Q´10.
To that end, we choose an integer L ď d{q and write
ν
pdq
2 “ νp´1,0q2 ˚ νp0,qq2 ˚ . . . ˚ νppL´1qq,Lqq2 ˚ νpLq,dq2
and note that Lemma 33 implies
|pνpdq2 pβq| ă expp´τL{16q.
This yields the desired estimate, if we set L “ r160 logpQq{τ s, which is
permitted if the constant C is taken sufficiently large. 
6. Expected number of roots of a random polynomial
In this section, we use the results of the previous section to calculate
the expected number of roots of a typical polynomial in Fp for a random
prime. In the proofs of our main result, we will compare these with the
formulae in Section 4.
Let m, d ě 1, κ P p0, 1
100
q and X ą 10. For a random polynomial
P P Zrxs of degree at most d, we will now estimate the number BP ppq of
admissible roots of P in Fp on average over the prime p. Here and below
a residue modulo p will be called admissible if it is p κ
m
, mXq-admissible
in the notation of Definition 15. For the irreducibility results it will
be sufficient to set m “ 1, but for information on the Galois groups,
we will need to consider larger values of m. Nevertheless m will not
exceed a fixed power of log d.
We suppose that the coefficients of P , except for the leading coef-
ficient and the constant term, are identically distributed and write µ
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for their common law. The notation EP is used to denote expectation
with respect to the law of the random polynomial P . Our purpose in
this section is the prove the following result.
Proposition 34. There are absolute constants c0, C0 ą 0 such that
the following holds. Let τ, κ ą 0, d,m P Zą0 and let µ be a probability
measure on Z supported on r´ exppd1{10q, exppd1{10qs. Assume }µ}22 ă
1´ τ . Let X be a number such that
100m2maxtκ´1, τ´1, d1{10u ă X ă κτ
C0
d
pm logpmdqq3 (6.1)
and let g : R Ñ Rě0 be a function such that supp g Ă rX{2, Xs, gpxq ď
2 expp´xq for all x.
Then with probability at least
1´ expp´X
3
q ´ exppX
40
´ c0τκd
mXplogpmdqq2 q
the following holds for P :
|
ÿ
p
BP ppqm logppqgplog pq ´Bmw| ă 1
2
,
where Bm stands for the m-th Bell number and w “
ř
p logppqgplog pq.
Recall that the Bell number Bm is the number of equivalence classes
on a set with m elements. We begin by recording the following conse-
quence of Proposition 23.
Lemma 35. There are absolute constants c0, C0 ą 0 such that the
following holds. Let τ, κ ą 0 and m, d P Zą0. Suppose that the prob-
ability measure µ on Z is supported on r´ exppd1{10q, exppd1{10qs and
that }µ}22 ă 1´ τ . Let X be such that
10maxtκ´1, τ´1, d1{10u ă X ă κτ
C0
d
pm logpmdqq3 ,
and let p, p1 ‰ p2 P rexppX{2q, exppXqs be primes. Then
|EP rBP ppqms ´Bm| ďBm ¨ ErrpX, d,mq,
|EP rBP pp1qmBP pp2qms ´B2m| 6B2m ¨ ErrpX, d,mq,
where ErrpX, d,mq “ 40m2 expp´X
5
q ` expp´ c0τκd
mXplogpmdqq2
q.
Proof. We write Ap for the set of p κm , mXq-admissible elements of Fp.
In the notation of Section 5 we take M “ 1 and V “ Fmp . Then
ErBP ppqms “
ÿ
αPpApqm
νpdqα p0q.
We decompose pApqm as a disjoint union of subsets pApqmpεq for
which Proposition 23 applies. To this end, we write Em for the set of
equivalence relations on the set t1, . . . , mu. For each ε P Em, we let
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V pεq be the subgroup of V formed by the equations αi “ αj whenever
pi, jq P ε, and write pApqmpεq for the subset of pApqm X V pεq made of
those m-tuples α such that αi “ αj if and only if pi, jq P ε.
Given ε P Em we may apply Proposition 23 to the group V pεq » Fmεp ,
where mε is the number of equivalence classes in ε and obtainˇˇˇˇ ÿ
αPpApqmpεq
νpdqα p0q ´
|pApqmpεq|
pmε
ˇˇˇˇ
ă expp´c0 τκ
mX
d
plogpmdqq2 q. (6.2)
As we have already noted, the number of polynomials of degree
at most 10mX and Mahler measure at most exppκ{mq is at most
exppX{10q by [17, Theorem 1]. Therefore, |FpzAp| 6 10mX exppX{10q
and
0 6 1´ |pApq
mpεq|
pmε
6 10m2X exppX{10q{p 6 20m2 expp´X{5q.
Now summing up (6.2) for ε P Em, we arrive at the first claim.
The proof of the second claim is entirely similar using Proposition
23 for the random walk on V “ Fmp1 ‘ Fmp2. We leave the details to the
reader. 
Lemma 36. Let X ą 10 and let g : R Ñ Rě0 be a function such that
supp g Ă rX{2, Xs, gpxq ď 2 expp´xq for all x. Then
w2 :“
ÿ
p
plogppqgplog pqq2 ď 8X2 expp´X{2q
w :“
ÿ
p
logppqgplog pq ď 4X2.
Proof. A simple calculation yieldsÿ
p
plogppqgplog pqq2 ď
ÿ
exppX{2qďnďexppXq
4
plognq2
n2
ď 8X2 expp´X{2q,
ÿ
p
logppqgplog pq ď
ÿ
exppX{2qďnďexppXq
2
logn
n
ď 4X2.

Proof of Proposition 34. Let Z “ řpBP ppqm logppqgplog pq´Bmw. We
bound EpZ2q, then apply Chebyshev’s inequality
PP p|Z| ě 1
2
q 6 4EP pZ2q
to prove the claim. Setting hpxq “ logpxqgplog xq we compute:
Z2 “
ÿ
p1,p2
pBP pp1q ´BmqpBP pp2q ´Bmqhpp1qhpp2q
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so
EP pZ2q “
ÿ
p1,p2
EP ppBP pp1q ´BmqpBP pp2q ´Bmqqhpp1qhpp2q
“
ÿ
p1,p2
EP pBP pp1qBP pp2qqhpp1qhpp2q
´ 2Bm
ÿ
p1
hp1
ÿ
p2
EP pBP pp2qqhpp2q `B2m
´ÿ
p
hppq
¯2
“
ÿ
p1,p2
EP pBP pp1qBP pp2q ´B2mqhpp1qhpp2q
´ 2Bm
ÿ
p1
hpp1q
ÿ
p2
EP pBP pp2q ´Bmqhpp2q
“
ÿ
p1‰p2
EP pBP pp1qBP pp2q ´B2mqhpp1qhpp2q
´ 2Bmw
ÿ
p
EP pBP ppq ´Bmqhppq `
ÿ
p
EP pBP ppq2 ´B2mqhppq2.
We use Lemma 35 to bound the first two terms and the crude bounds
Bm 6 2
m2 6 exppX{100q and BP ppq ď dm ď exppX{100q for the third:
EP pZ2q 6 exppX{50qp3 ErrpX, d,mqw2 ` 2w2q.
Finally we use Lemma 36 and obtain:
4EP pZ2q ď expp´X{3q ` exppX
40
´ c0τκd
mXplogpmdqq2 q.

7. Polynomials of small Mahler measure
In this section, we estimate the probability that the random poly-
nomial P is divisible by a non-cyclotomic polynomial of small Mahler
measure. The following result and the ideas in its proof are inspired
by Konyagin’s paper [25].
Proposition 37. Let P “ Adxd ` . . .` A1x` A0 P Zrxs be a random
polynomial with independent coefficients, and write µj for the law of
Aj. Let τ ą 0 be a number. We assume
supp µj Ă r´ exppd1{10q, exppd1{10qs
for all j and }µj}22 ď 1´ τ for all j ‰ 0, d.
Then the probability that there is a non-cyclotomic polynomial Q with
logMpQq ă τ{10 dividing P is at most 2 expp´cτd4{5q, where c ą 0 is
an absolute constant.
The exponent 4{5 is not optimal and there is a trade-off between it
and the bound imposed on the coefficients of P . Since any improvement
of this bound would have no effect on our theorems, we leave it to the
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interested reader to find the optimal bound that can be derived from
the proof.
We give two simple Lemmata that estimate the probability that a
fixed single polynomial Q divides a random polynomial. Both of them
are implicitly contained in [25]. The first one is useful when degQ is
large.
Lemma 38. Let P “ Adxd ` . . . ` A1x ` A0 P Zrxs be a random
polynomial with independent coefficients, and write µj for the law of
Aj. Let Q P Zrxs be a polynomial of degree n ď d.
Then
PP pQ|P q ď }µ0}8 ¨ ¨ ¨ }µn´1}8.
Proof. Write R for the remainder of Adx
d`. . .`Anxn modulo Q in Qrxs.
If Q|P , then R “ ´An´1xn´1 ´ . . .´A0. Therefore, the probability of
Q|P conditioned on the value of Adxd ` . . .` Anxn is bounded by the
maximal probability of A0, . . . , An´1 taking any given value, which is
precisely the claimed bound. 
Lemma 39. Let P “ Adxd ` . . . ` A1x ` A0 P Zrxs be a random
polynomial with independent coefficients, and write µj for the law of aj.
Let H P Zą0 and τ ą 0 be numbers. We assume suppµj Ă r´H,Hs
for all j and }µj}22 ď 1 ´ τ for all j ‰ 0, d. Let Q P Zrxs be a non-
cyclotomic irreducible polynomial.
Then for d larger than some absolute constant:
PpQ|P q ď expp´cτdplogH ` log dq´1plog dq´3q,
where c ą 0 is some absolute constant.
Proof. Let
s “ logp2Hpd` 1q
1{2q
cplog log dq3{plog dq3 ,
where c is a sufficiently small constant so that
logpMpQqq ą cplog log dq3{plog dq3.
The existence of such a constant follows by Dobrowolski’s bound [16].
By Lemma 26, there is a prime q P ps, 2ss such that the ratio of any
two roots of Q is not a root of unity of order q. Let P1, P2 P Zrxs
be two polynomials with coefficients of absolute value at most H that
differ only in some of the coefficients of monomials of the form xqj for
j P Zě0. If Q|P1´P2, then each number zω is a root for P1´P2, where
z is a root of Q and ω is a q-th root of unity. And by our choice of q
all zω are distinct as z ranges over the roots of Q and ω over the q-th
roots of unity. This implies that
MpP1 ´ P2q ěMpQqq ą 2Hpd` 1q1{2,
which is impossible by (1.6). This means that for any given choice
of integers bj P r´H,Hs for those j 6 d that are not a multiple of
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q, in each class of Zrxs modulo Q there is at most one polynomial
P “ a0 ` . . .` adxd with aj “ bj for all such j.
Hence conditioning on the value of aj for all indices j that are not
multiples of q, the probability ofQ|P is bounded by the probability that
the rest of the coefficients take any particular given value. Therefore
PpQ|P q ď }µ}td{qu´18 .

Proof of Proposition 37. We fix a small number ε ą 0. Let j ě 0
be an integer and write Qj for the set of non-cyclotomic irreducible
polynomials Q with degQ “ j and logMpQq ă τ{10. By the estimate
of Dubickas and Konyagin [17, Theorem 1], we have |Qj | ď exppτj{10q
if j is sufficiently large.
Using Lemma 38, we then have
PpDQ P Qj : Q|P q ď exppτj{10q ¨ expp´τj{2q ď expp´τj{10q
for each j. By Lemma 39 applied with H “ exppd1{10q
PpDQ P
ď
jăd4{5
Qj : Q|P q ď exppτd4{5{10q¨expp´τd4{5q ď expp´τd4{5{10q.
provided d is sufficiently large depending on an absolute constant.
Summing up the above bounds we get
PpDQ P
ď
Qj : Q|P q ď expp´τd4{5{10q `
ÿ
jěd4{5
expp´τj{10q,
which proves the claim. 
8. Proper powers
In this section, we estimate the probability that a random polynomial
P is of the form ΦQm with m ą 1, where Φ is the product of cyclotomic
factors.
Proposition 40. Let P “ Adxd ` . . .` A1x` A0 P Zrxs be a random
polynomial with independent coefficients. Assume that A1, . . . , Ad´1
are identically distributed with common law µ. Assume further that all
coefficients are bounded by exppd1{10q almost surely. Let τ ą 0 be a
number such that }µ}22 ă 1´ τ .
Then there are absolute constants c, C ą 0 such that the probability
that P “ ΦQk, where Φ is a product of cyclotomic polynomials, Q P
Zrxs and k ě 2, is less than 2 expp´cpτdq1{2q, provided d is larger than
C{τ 4.
In the next two lemmas we keep the assumptions of Proposition 40.
The first is a reformulation of Proposition 32.
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Lemma 41. There is an absolute constant c0 ą 0 such that the follow-
ing holds. Let q ă exppc0pτdq1{2q be a product of distinct primes larger
than 2 exppd1{10q. Then for every a P Z, we have
|PP rP p2q ” a mod qs ´ q´1| ă q´10.
Lemma 42. Fix R P Zrxs, and fix an integer 2 ď k ď d1{5. Then
PP rP “ RQk for some Q P Zrxss ď expp´cpτdq1{2q,
where c ą 0 is an absolute constant.
In the proof that follows, we will use the upper bound on m in only
one place, where we apply the prime number theorem in arithmetic
progressions. It would be sufficient to impose a significantly milder
upper bound on m, but we will see that P “ RQk may hold with
k ą d1{5 only if Q is cyclotomic.
Proof of Lemma 42. If Rp2q “ 0 and R divides P , then P p2q “ 0.
Picking a prime q in the interval p1
2
exppc0pτdq1{2q{2, exppc0pτdq1{2qq,
Lemma 41 implies that PP rP p2q “ 0s ă 2{q. So we can safely assume
in the rest of the proof that Rp2q ‰ 0. We note also that Rp2q ď
P p2q ď exppd1{10q2d`1.
We denote by P the collection of primes
p P r1
2
exppc0pτdq1{2{2q{2, exppc0pτdq1{2{2qs
such that p ∤ Rp2q and k|p ´ 1. It follows from the prime number
theorem in arithmetic progressions [14, Chp. 20, (10)] that there are
more than
|P| ě exppc0pτdq1{2{4q
such primes if d is sufficiently large (i.e. τd larger than an effective
constant: we are counting primes between x{2 and x that are congruent
to 1 modulo k with k allowed to take any value ! plog xq2{5 say).
For each p P P we denote by Xp the random variable that is equal
to 1 if
P p2q ” Rp2qak mod p
for some a P Z{pZ and that is equal to 0 otherwise. If P “ RQk for
some Q P Zrxs, then clearly Xp “ 1 for all p P P.
It follows from Lemma 41 applied first to q “ p1 and then to q “ p1p2
that
EP rXp1s “ EP rX2p1s “
pp1 ´ 1q{k ` 1
p1
`Opexpp´9c0pτdq1{2{2qq
EP rXp1Xp2s “
pp1 ´ 1q{k ` 1
p1
¨ pp2 ´ 1q{k ` 1
p2
`Opexpp´9c0pτdq1{2{2qq
for any p1 ‰ p2 P P. Therefore, writing Y “
ř
pPP Xp, since k ě 2,
EPY ď 2
3
|P|
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and the variance VarpY q “ EPY 2 ´ pEPY q2 is bounded by
VarpY q “
ÿ
pPP
´pp´ 1q{k ` 1
p
´
´pp´ 1q{k ` 1
p
¯2¯
`Op|P|2 expp´9c0pτdq1{2{2qq
6
2
3
|P| ` 1 ă |P|
provided d is sufficiently large. We conclude from Chebyshev’s inequal-
ity that
PP pY “ |P|q 6 PP pY ´ EPY ě 1
3
|P|q 6 VarpY q` 3|P|˘2 ă 9|P| ,
which proves the lemma. 
Proof of Proposition 40. Boyd and Montgomery [7] gave an asymptotic
formula for the number of polynomials Φ in Zrxs of degree n that are
the product of their cyclotomic factors. In particular, they proved
that there are at most exppC0n1{2q such polynomials, where C0 is an
absolute constant (C0 “ 4 works for large enough n).
For a fixed Φ we may apply Lemma 38 and conclude that the prob-
ability that Φ divides P is at most expp´τ degpΦq{2q. Therefore, the
probability that P “ ΦQk for some Φ with
deg Φ ě 4C0
τ
d1{2
is at most expp´C0d1{2q.
We consider now the probability that P “ ΦQk with Φ having
smaller degree. We can assume that Q is not a product of cyclotomic
factors, otherwise it can be absorbed into Φ and it is covered by the
previous case. We note that if P “ ΦQk, then by (1.6)
MpQq “MpP q1{k ď exppd1{10{kqpd` 1q1{2k.
Since Q is not a product of cyclotomic factors, this implies that k ď d1{5
(say) by Dobrowolski’s bound (1.6).
Again by [7] the number of polynomials in the role of Φ that are not
covered by the previous case is at most
exp
`
2C0pC0{τq1{2d1{4
˘
.
Now we can use Lemma 42 to estimate the probability of P “ ΦQk for
individual choices of Φ and k and conclude the proof. 
9. Proof of the main results
We first give a simple lemma that allows us to decide when a per-
mutation group is m-transitive. Recall that the Bell number Bm is the
number of equivalence relations on a set with m elements.
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Lemma 43. Let G be a permutation group acting on a set Ω and let
m P Zą0. Suppose |Ω| ě m. The number |Ωm{G| of orbits of G acting
diagonally on Ωm satisfies
|Ωm{G| ě Bm
with equality if and only if the action of G on Ω is m-transitive.
Proof. If G is m-transitive, then its orbits on Ωm are in one-to-one
correspondence with equivalence relations on the set of coordinates.
Given an equivalence relation on the m coordinates, the corresponding
orbit is the set of tuples in Ωm whose coordinates are equal if and
only if they are related by the equivalence relation. Since |Ω| ě m, all
equivalence relations can occur. Hence |Ωm{G| “ Bm.
Now in the general case G ď SympΩq, so each orbit of G is contained
in an orbit of SympΩq. Thus |Ωm{G| ě |Ωm{ SympΩq| “ Bm.
If G is not m-transitive, then the orbit of the full symmetric group
SympΩq consisting of tuples with distinct coordinates splits into mul-
tiple orbits of G, hence |Ωm{G| ą Bm. 
9.1. Proof of Theorem 2. We set κ “ τ{100, m “ 1 and let X ą
10. Recall that we denote by rP the product of the pκ,Xq-admissible
irreducible factors of P and that Ω is the set of complex roots of rP
(see Definition 14). We aim to show that the Galois group G of the
splitting field of rP acts transitively on Ω with high probability.
Recall that hX is the function hXpuq “ 2e´X1pX´log 2,Xspuq. It follows
from the prime number theorem that
w :“
ÿ
p
logppqhXplog pq Ñ 1
as X Ñ8. We apply Proposition 34 for g “ hX with m “ 1. It applies
if X is large enough and we conclude that
|
ÿ
p
BP ppq logppqhXplog pq ´ 1| 6 2
3
(9.1)
holds for any X P r100d1{10, τ2
100C0
plog dq´3ds with probability at least
1´ expp´X{3q ´ exppX{40´ c0τ
2
100
dplog dq´2{Xq.
provided d ą 100{τ say. Taking X “ τpc0d{5q1{2{ log d this bound
becomes ě 1 ´ 2 expp´X{40q provided τ 4d is large enough. We now
assume that (9.1) holds for P , and ζK satisfies RH for all K “ Qpaq for
any root a of P . By Proposition 19 applied with g “ hX , we then haveÿ
p
BP ppq logppqhXplog pq “ |Ω{G| `Opexpp´X{10qq.
If d is sufficiently large, we can conclude that
|1´ |Ω{G|| ă 1
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under the above assumptions on P . We therefore conclude that |Ω{G| “
1, and hence G acts transitively on Ω, i.e. rP is irreducible.
By Proposition 37, with probability at least 1´ 2 expp´cτd4{5q, any
exceptional factor of P is cyclotomic. If that holds in addition to the
hypothesis we have already made, then P “ Φ rP k, where Φ P Zrxs is a
product of a power of x and cyclotomic polynomials, and k P Zą0.
By Proposition 40, we know that k “ 1 with probability at least
1´ 2 expp´cpτdq1{2q. This establishes part p1q of Theorem 2.
The proof of part p2q is similar, but we need to also consider moments
of BP ppq of order m ą 1 in order to show that |Ωm{G| “ Bm and hence
conclude, by Lemma 43, that G acts m-transitively on Ω. An old fact,
going back to Bochert and Jordan [22] in the 19-th century, asserts that
every degree d permutation group that is at least p30 log dq2-transitive
must contain the alternating group Altpdq. A simple proof of a slightly
better bound can be found in [1] (see also [15, Theorem 5.5.B] where
Wielandt’s stronger bound 6 log d is proved). Using the classification
of finite simple groups it is now known that there is a bound inde-
pendent of d and indeed every 6-transitive group contains Altpdq (see
[11, Corollary 5.4]). But we choose not to rely on the classification,
since, at the expense of loosing a logpdq factor in the probability of
exceptions, we can avoid it. In fact if instead we use Wielandt’s bound
(whose proof is more involved) we can get the slightly better bound
expp´cτd1{2{plog dq3{2q in (2) of Theorem 2.
So let m ě 1, κ “ τ{100 and X ą 10 and consider rP the product of
the irreducible p κ
m
, mXq-admissible factors of P and as earlier BP ppq
the number of p κ
m
, mXq-admissible roots of P in Fp.
By Proposition 34 applied to g “ hX we get that
|
ÿ
p
BP ppqm logppqhXplog pq ´Bmw| ă 1
2
(9.2)
with probability at least
1´ expp´X{3q ´ exppX{40´ c0τ 2d{p100mXplogpmdqq2q
provided X is in the interval allowed by (6.1). We now set m “
r30plog dq2s and X “ac0τ 2{5 ¨d{pmplogpmdqq2q. Note then that when
τ 4d is large enough X is in the allowed interval and that (9.2) holds
with probability at least 1 ´ 2 expp´X{40q. Assume now that (9.2)
holds for P and that ζK satisfies RH for all K “ Qpa1, . . . , amq for any
choice of m roots of P . By Proposition 19 we then getÿ
p
BP ppqm logppqhXplog pq “ |Ωm{G| `Opexpp´X{10qq.
If d is large enough |w ´ 1| “ OpX2 expp´X{2qq by Proposition 9
(assuming RH for ζQ). Since Bm 6 2
m2 ď exppX{100q this implies
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that
|Bm ´ |Ωm{G|| 6 1
2
`Bm|1´ w| `Opexpp´X{10qq ă 1
as soon as d is large enough, and hence that |Ωm{G| “ Bm. So by
Lemma 43 G acts m-transitively on Ω and by the 19-th century tran-
sitivity bound recalled earlier, since deg rP 6 d, G contains the alter-
nating group Altpdeg rP q. Finally as in part (1), except for a small set
of exceptions P “ Φ rP , and this completes the proof of the theorem.
9.2. Proof of Corollaries 3 and 4. The following lemma is implicitly
contained in [25, pp. 345]
Lemma 44. Let ωn be the n-th cyclotomic polynomial of degree ϕpnq.
Then for all n, d,
Prωn|Pds ď
`
Cpµqn
d
˘ϕpnq{2
,
where Cpµq ą 0 depends only on µ.
Proof. Write Qd “
řn´1
j“0 Bjx
j , where Bj :“
ř
i”j mod n,0ďiďdAi. Note
that if ωn|Pd, then ωn|Qd, and hence Lemma 38 implies that
Prωn|Pds ď
ϕpnq´1ź
0
}µj}8,
where µj is the law of Bj , which is the sum of roughly td{nu i.i.d.
variables with common law µ. Since µ has a finite second moment,
there is a constant Cpµq ą 0 such that we have }µj}8 6 pCpµqn{dq1{2,
as follows say from the local limit theorem. The claim follows. 
We apply this lemma for different ranges of n. If N ď ϕpnq ď 100N ,
then n is bounded in terms of N and
Prωn|P s ď pCpµqn{dqN{2 “ ON,µpd´N{2q
If 100N ă ϕpnq ď d1{2, then n 6 Cd1{2 log log d for some absolute
constant c ą 0 and
Prωn|P s ď pCpµqc log log d{d1{2q50N
If d1{2 ď ϕpnq ď d, then
Prωn|P s ď }µ}d1{2{28
by Lemma 38. Summing over all such n’s we get:
Prωn|P for some n with ϕpnq ě Ns “ Oµ,Npd´N{2q.
In order to apply Theorem 2, we need to truncate the coefficients.
But
Prmax
0ďiďd
|Ai| ą ed1{10s 6 pd` 1qPr|A0| ą ed1{10s 6 pd` 1qe´2d1{10Er|A0|2s
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by Chebyshev’s inequality. The proof of Corollary 3 now follows by
combining the above inequalities with Theorem 2.
To get Corollary 4 take N “ 2 and observe that the law of P in the
statement is designed to make sure that x ∤ P always. Note also that
Lemma 44 still holds even though A0 and Ad are not distributed like
the other Ai’s, so the above estimates continue to hold. Since P has
non-negative coefficients and at least two positive ones P p1q ą 0. So
it is only left to estimate Prω2|P s “ PrP p´1q “ 0s. Looking at P p´1q
yields a random walk on Z and it is therefore a simple matter to verify
that PrP p´1q “ 0s “
b
2
pid
`Opd´1q, as desired.
9.3. Proof of Theorem 5. The proof is identical to that of part p1q of
Theorem 2, except that we take X “ dplog dq´β and apply Proposition
20 instead of Proposition 19. We note that the exceptional zeros are
not present by the assumptions of the theorem, so the right hand side
of the displayed formula in Proposition 20 becomes
|Ω{G| `Opexpp´cplog dqα´βqq.
9.4. Proof of Theorem 6. Set β :“ α´γ. As in the proof of Theorem
2, we set κ “ τ{10 for the admissibility parameter (see Def. 14).
By Proposition 37 with probability at least 1 ´ 2 expp´cτd4{5q every
irreducible factor of P has Mahler measure at least exppκq. We may
thus assume that P has this property, and let rP be the product of the
non-cyclotomic irreducible factors of P . As before Ω is the set of roots
of rP and G the Galois group of the splitting field of P .
We use Proposition 34 with X “ X1 “ 2dplog dq´β and X “ X2 “
dplog dq´β for the functions g “ gX1,k and g “ gX2,k, respectively, where
k “ tplog dqα´β{10u. We can conclude that bothÿ
p
BiP ppq logppqgXi,kplog pq “ wi `Opexpp´cplog dqβ´2qq (9.3)
hold for each i “ 1, 2 with probability at least 1´ 2 expp´cplog dqβ´2q,
where
wi “
ÿ
p
logppqgXi,kplog pq, (9.4)
and BiP ppq is the set of pXi, κq-admissible roots of P in Fp.
We note that |1 ´ wi| ă C expp´cplog dqα´βq as can be seen for ex-
ample from Proposition 13 applied for K “ Q, since the Riemann zeta
function ζQ has no zeros in a sufficiently small neighborhood of 1. (Sig-
nificantly better bounds can be obtained by the proof of Proposition
13, but this is not needed.)
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Now we assume that P satisfies (9.3) for both i “ 1, 2. We apply
Proposition 20 and obtain for i “ 1, 2ÿ
p
BiP ppq logppqgXi,kplog pq “
ÿ
OPΩ{G
p1´GXi,kpρKO,0qq`Opexpp´cplog dqα´βqq
(9.5)
Now we combine the above estimates and |w1´w2| ă C expp´cplog dqα´βq
to getÿ
OPΩ{G
pGX2,kpρKO,0q´GX1,kpρKO,0qq ď Cpexpp´cplog dqα´βq`expp´cplog dqβ´2qq.
We note that
pGX2,kpρKO,0q ´GX1,kpρKO,0qq “
´
1´ GX1,kpρK,0q
GX2,kpρKO,0q
¯
GX2,kpρKO,0q
ěp1´ expp´p1´ ρKO,0qpX1 ´X2q{4qqGX2,kpρKO,0q
ěc expp´c0plog dqγqdplog dq´βGX2,kpρKO,0q.
Here we used the bound on GX1,k{GX2,k from Lemma 11 and then
the assumption on the exceptional zeros from the theorem, and the
constant c0 is the constant c in that bound. Therefore, we can conclude
thatÿ
OPΩ{G
GX2,kpρKO ,0q ď Cpexpp´cplog dqα´βq ` expp´cplog dqβ´2qq
if we choose c0 sufficiently small, since α ´ β, β ´ 2 ě γ and γ ą 1.
We combine the last estimate with (9.3), (9.4) and (9.5) and we can
write
|Ω{G| “ 1`Opexpp´cplog dqα´βq ` expp´cplog dqβ´2qq,
hence |Ω{G| “ 1 as it is an integer. Therefore rP is irreducible. Now
we can finish the proof by applying Proposition 40.
9.5. Proof of Theorem 7. We pick a number α1 P pβ, αq. We use
Proposition 34 with g “ gX,k, whereX “ dplog dq´β and k “ tplog dqα1´β{10u.
We get thatÿ
p
BP ppq logppqgX,kplog pq “ w `Opexpp´cplog dqβ´2qq,
holds with probability at least 1´ C expp´cplog dqβ´2q, where
w “
ÿ
p
logppqgX,kplog pq.
Moreover, as before, using Proposition 13 for the field of rational
numbers we see that |w ´ 1| “ Opexpp´cplog dqα´βqq. Henceÿ
p
BP ppq logppqgX,kplog pq “ 1`Opexpp´cplog dqmintβ´2,α´βuqq (9.6)
with probability at least 1´ C expp´cplog dqβ´2q.
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According to the Deuring-Heilbronn phenomenon if the Dedekind
zeta function ζK of a number fieldK has a real zero very close to 1, then
it cannot have other zeros nearby 1. More precisely (see [26, Theorem
5.1]) there is a positive, absolute, effectively computable constant c0 ą
0 such that for every number field K if ζK has a real zero ρK,0, then
every other zero ρ satisfies:
|1´ ρ| ě c0
logp2d∆Kq log
` c0
|1´ ρK,0| logp2d∆Kq
˘
.
So assume, by contradiction, that ζK has a zero ρK,0 with |1´ρK,0| ă
expp´plog dqα`1q for each K “ Qpaq for each non-zero complex root
a of P , which is not a root of unity (this is void and hence always
holds if P is a product of cyclotomic polynomials or factors of the type
xm). Note then that |1´ ρK,0| ă 1{p4 log |∆K |q (because by Lemma 21
|∆K | 6 dp1`τ´1q2d) and hence by [32, Lemma 3] ρK,0 must be real and
is the unique Siegel zero of ζK . Thus every other zero ρ satisfies
|1´ ρ| ě c
d log d
log
`c exppplog dqα`1q
d log d
˘ ě plog dqα1
d
provided d is sufficiently large.
So we can apply Proposition 20 and, using Lemma 11, writeÿ
p
BP ppq logppqgX,kplog pq “
ÿ
OPΩ{G
p1´GX,kpρKO,0qq `Opexpp´cplog dqα
1´βqq
ď|Ω{G|X expp´plog dqα`1q ` C expp´cplog dqα1´βq
ďd2 expp´plog dqα`1q ` C expp´cplog dqα1´βq.
But this is incompatible with (9.6).
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